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The first ?dition of tins Framework, the initial volume in the Joint
Council of Economic Education's Master Curriculum Guide in Eco-
nomics, was published in 1977 with gratifying results. It provided the
foundation for a series of Teaching Strategies that demonstrate how
to introduce the conceptual framework of economics at various grade
levels. To date, the Joint Council has published seven Strategies vol-
umes, and will publish more. In addition, the Joint Council, the Agency
for Instructional Television, and the Canadian Foundation for Eco-
nomic Education have produced two television/film series.. Trade-offs
and Giue & Take, based on the Framework. Both series are used
extensively in the United States and Canada. The Frame 'ark has also
influenced the approach taken to economics in textbo .its and other
curriculum materials at both the elementary and secondary school
levels and has served as the basis of many state and local programs for
teaching economics.

Two considerations led tiic Joint Council to publish a revised
edition of the Framework: a recognition that the subject matter of
economicsas of every disciplineundergoes continual growth and
development, and a desire to make improvements suggested by users
of the first edition.

There are many to whom we owe thanks for their contributions
to this new edition. They include the economists who wrote it and the
reviewers of earlier drafts. We are also grateful to the funder: who
supported this effort: The Amoco Foundation, Inc.; Exxon Company,
U.S.A.; the Calvin K. Kazanjian Economics Foundation, Inc.: and the
Northrop Corporation.

Members of the Joint Council staff who have worked on this project
include John M. Sumansky, program director; S. Stowell Symrnfs,
school services director: June V. Gilliard, curriculum directo7; and
Lawrence A. Mayer and Ester Moskowitz. respect I Iv director and as-
sociate director of the Publications Division.

111( I I.V!. I A. AI .\( )\\1..1,1,

President, JCEE
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As explained elsewhere in this volume, the experience gained from
the use of the fig edition of the Framework and the passage of time
have made it advisable for the Joint Council on Economic Education
to publish this revised edition. This revision still reflects the heavy
emphasis on economics as a way of thinking, rather than a -;cq of
answers, which was contained in the Report of the National Task Force
on Economic Education. published in 1961. It also reflects the major
contribution cf W. Lee Hansen, who provided the leadership that led
,-) the first edition of this Framework in 1977. We had hoped to have

,!rbert Stein join us as a co-author of this revised edition, but his
busy schedule and other commitments prevented him from doing this.
Mr. Stein was able to review the revised manuscript and offer several
useful suggestions for improvement, however, and we have also ben-
efited from comments and suggestions from the following people in
addition to Herbert Stein.

Beverly Armento
Jean Caidwell
George G. Dawson
Rendigs Fels
Joyce Gleason
C. Lowell Harriss
Robert J. Highsmith
Calvin A. Kent
John L. Lewis

Michael A. MacDoweh
Campbell R. McConnell
Steven L. Miller
Herbert C. Morton
Saul Rosen
Michael K. SHemi
Robert Strom
John M. Sumansky
William Walstad

June V. Gilliard, the Joint Council's curriculum director, made a
significant contribution to our work through her analysis of teaching
activities in the Strategies volumes. Lawrence A. Mayer and Ester Mos-
kowitz have provided ext7--rnely valuable editorial assistance, partic-
ularly in the section with measurement concepts and methods.
Linda Steinwachs typed and retyped the manuscript.

We are grateful to all of these people for their help and assistance,
and we hope that this revision will prove useful to those working on
the important task of improving economic understanding.

Framework Revision. Committee
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The purpose of this Framework is to present a concisely stated set of
basic concepts for te.411ing economics in schools below) he college level.
The Framework dennes and describes the concepts that we belieVe are
most useful in achieving a larger educational objectivethat of ena-
hling students, by the time they graduate from high school. to under-
stand enough economics to make reasoned judgments about economic
questions. These include personal economic questions as well as broader
matters of economic polio- that students will face as members of a
democratic society. Learning to make reasoned judgments about eco-
nomic questions will help students become more effective decision-
makers and more responsible citizens. Indeed, the most important step
toward understanding in economicsas in ether branches of knowl-
edge--is the replacement of emotional judgment by objective, reasoned
analysis.

This edition of the Framework volume of the Joint Council on
Economic Education's Master Curriculum Guide in Economics is a
revision of our 1977 effort. Like its predecessor. it is designed primarily
for those who construct curricula or who spell out the grade placement
and most appropriate methods of teaching economic concepts in K-
12 classes. It also provides background for classroom teachers who use
the Teaching Strategics volumes, which form the remainder of the
Master Curriculum Guide in Economics.

The 1977 edit ion of the Framework li;!tl its roots in the 1961 Report
of the National Task Force on Economic Educationthe first sv!:tent-
atic effort by distinguished economists and teachers to give direction
and shape to economic education in grades K-12. The 1961 report
pointed to the need for more and improved economic instruction it,
elementary and secondary schools, stressed the importance of taking
a in systematic, reasoned ate;roach to the study of economic prob-
lems, outlined whal constitutes the minimal economic understanding
for responsible citizenship," and offered a series of ecommendat ions
for putting the Report's conclusions into effect.

Publication of the Task Force Report led the Joint Council on
Fronomic Education (JCEE) to develop a process called the Develop-
lental Economic Cducation Program (DEEP). The DEEP process is

still in action and much expanded Through it. the JCEE works with
school systems to develop curricula for teaching the 'minimal economic
understanding" every high school graduate should have, to determine
how this understanding can best be taught to students, and to des-
ignate at which grade levels specific economic materials can best be
used in the curriculum.

During the 1960s, economic educators and teachersin and out
of DEEP cont inued to develop curriculum materials in economics and
to upgrade the ea cibility cl teachers to work with them. By the mid-
1970s, persistent efforts of economists, specialists in economic edu-
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cation (economic educators), and teachers to clarify which economic
concepts should be taught and how to teach them most effectively
produced a consensus about what could be accomplished and how it
should be done. This consensus embraces the following points:

1. n understanding of basic economic concepts is inure important
.nan a heavy dose of factual knowledge.

2. Instructional efforts should concentrate on aiding students to achieve
a fundamental understanding of a limited set of economic concepts
and their interrelationships.

3. Students should be given a conceptual framework to help them
organize their understanding of economics, and they should be
exposed to a manner of thinking that emphasizes systematic, ob-
jective analysis.

4. The real personal and social advantages of economic understanding
become apparent as individuals achieve competence in applying
their knowledge to a wide range of economic issues they themselves
confront.

The first edition of the Framework has been widely used and highly
acclaimed. Nevertheless, as the years passed. improvements in its con-
tents were suggested. some shortcomings in its organization were
pointed out. and some emphases in economics subject matter changed.
These reasons impelled us to put forward the present revision. It builds
on the continuing work of DEEP and on efforts of scholars, teachers,
and economic educators as they have learned more about the structure
and content oi economics that should and can be taught in grades
K-12.

First and foremost, tire revision incorporates changes suggested
to us by those who use the Framework extensively in teacher training
courses and in classrooms. Second. it reflects our attempts to sharpen
the contents. These improvements involve (1) a greater consistency and
precision in the definitions of various economic concepts: (2) a few
alterations in how particular concepts are presented: (3) a special at-
tempt to clarify the measurement concepts and methods: (4) a revised
set of examples showing how to apply a reasoned approach to particular
economic issues. Finally, we have added a brief statement on the grade
placement of the economic concepts. a matter not addressed in the
original Framework.

Our discussions and examples focus largely on the kinds of issues
that have been traditionally treated in the discipline of economics.
However. we recognize that when properly employed. approaches with
other orientationssuch as personal economicscan help students
learn the basic concepts of economics and how to use these concepts
in their own lives and communities.

!Educatilorei What is economics all about ? And what are object L.- es of economic
education? The Ibliovs-n:g .-;Lattineht ;Answers the fir.-,t these two im-
portant questions.

'10



As we stated earlier, we take the objective of economic education
to be to prepare students for effective decision-making and responsible
citizenship. What do those high-sounding words mean? What kinds
of economic questions will high school graduates be most likely to
confront as adults, and in what settings will the graduates confront
such questions? What do the answers to such questions imply for the
kinds of knowledge and skills students will need in later years?

TIHE. QUESTIOis,!S AND HE 77 ITEN(T,".

Regardless of educational backgrour d. adults will be ,xposed
a wide variety of :.onomic questions during their lifetimes. The con-
clusions they reach will be reflected in how they vote; in the actions
they take in their workplaces, unions or trade associations, and civic
organizations: and in t:.e economic decisions they make as consumers.
producers. savers, and investors. The quality of individual decision-
making in these situations is crucial to the effective operation of our
economic system and to the personal well-being of its members.

A, NEED FOR E110VVIEDGE., SEARCH FOR SKILLS

If the purposes of economic education are to be achieved, indi-
viduals must be helped to become intelligent readers of newspapers
and newsmagazines. perceptive watchers of television, careful listeners
to radio, and critical observers of the political process. Such abilities
require many kinds of knowledge and skills: the capacity to grasp the
economic aspects of particular issues; a willingness to pursue a rea-
soned. dispassionate approach to such issues; comprehension of the
basic economic concepts; command of a framework for understanding
the economic system; and the ability to combine several elements of

his statement on the nature of economics is taken from George Uincili,ich,
Art huroauctiort to /itia(tisi it-KJ

Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1980). p. 3. Emphasis in original.

11
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wale of the hurdles that must be overcome in raising the
tnic understanding-7 liculariv through Unproved ed-

.e schools. The time all .1ted to economics in school cur-
ricula has always been limited. ;, may become even more limitt'd as
efforts arc made to improve the teaching inci learning of traditional
basic subiccts. As a result. whatever knowledge of economics students
acquire comes and will come principally through the introduction of
economics into other subjects such as social studies. history, home
economics, and business education. Moreover, teachers' sometimes
limited understanding of economics restricts the effectiveness of what-
ever economics instruction does occur.

All this said. a few cautions about the present state of economic un-
derstanding are in order. Recent experience makes it clear that econ-
omists do not have all the answers to the many and varied economic
issues and questions we confront both personally and as members of
the larger socioeconomic system. Here are two examples. Although
economists believe they now have the knowledge and tools to prevent
massive economic depressions such as the one that occurred in the
1930s. much remains to be learned about how to moderate inflation
while still holding down the rate of unemployment. And the issue of
what the extent of the government's role in our economy should be
remains unresolved.

There are several reasons why answers to the problems economists
confront are not always found. Economic systems are complex and defy
easy comprehension. Moreover. our ability to know exactly how elk.-
t ively the economy and its components function is often limited by the
difficulty of obtaining accurate and timely measurements of economic
activity. Finally, a vii-iety of unanticipated political and social events
affects economic activity and makes accurate prediction of the results
of economic decisions very difficult. Unlike the situation in the physical
sciences, carefully controlled experiments are difficult to undertake in
economics.

Even if our understanding of the economy and economic deciAon-
making were further improved. not all disagreements among econo-
mists would vanish. Certainly, some disagreements will be resolved as
our understanding increases. Many will persist. however. because of
differences in judgments about the actual or predicted efThcts of srecific
decisions: still others will endure because individual economists, like
most other individuals, hold differing sets of values.

A failure to distinginsh between analysis (what is happening) and
vditte judgments (what oua it io be happening) is the source of much
confusion in many disclissions of economic problems. The first ap-

-4



proach. often called "positive economics," aims to understand how the
economy works. In principle, disputes about positive economic state-
ments can be settled by facts and evidence. The second approach, often
called "normative economics," deals with the way the economy. or '.ome
part of it, ought to work. Normative economic statements cannot be
called true or false by referring to objective data. Positive economics
can do much to help resolve economic disputes. However. many ques-
tions that concern economic policy involve reconciling differences in
normative values. On normative questions. people must apply their
capacity to make reasoned decisions based on their own values.

As this is being written, the discipline of economics is alive with
controversy and discontent: there are several "schools" of economics:
there are calls for making economic analysis more realistic by explicitly
introducing more aspects of political science, sociology, psychology,
law, and the like into the discipline: there exists dissatisfaction with
how much economists have contributed to improving the economy's
performance.

Despite the foregoing shortcomings and problems, we believe that
the study of economics can give students a richer understanding of
the world in which they live. study, and work, as well as provide them
with a conceptual framework for making some of the more significant
decisions of their lives.



The essence of economic understanding lies in tieing able to make sense
out of the array of economic facts, events, observations, and issues
that unfold before us, and in being able to make effective decisions
about ect _nic issues. key elements of that understanding are
the following:

co :11t/sic/1j ttf illy 1)(1:-.1( coricivt.k, r)f r,rt()Trirck. Like all other disci-
plines, economics has its own tools of analysis and "language," anc_
students should know these well.

0 1:,1/ (ippr(illiuM (?1 11()11' ()IIC(I)1.,; rrl

1() tcr(.11 Htlicr-, Such an appreciation iinables students to deal with
the complex "real world" economic problems they will face as adults.

o omprclicrtstion Me strrticirirc to the This comprehen-
sion should also include a knowledge of how the various components
and sectors of the economy interact.

tritour mujor tworirtmic !),11,11,. (!ii(i
Slich knowledge and some understanding of how public and

personal economic issues relate to each other provide a basis-, ;or:
grasping how individual actions shape and t.re shaped ft ;cononlic
forces.

rri (1 Itr.,;(rricri (11)1)rmicil 1 cCir11(,:. rl,.ci.'-.!()[1:-;. Economic

decisions can be reached more effectively if an objective, orderly, and
reasoned approach replaces emotional, unreasoned judgments.

An orderly and reasonyd approach to econ- ic decision-making in-
volves the following steps:

1. tirrrt pruhlcm c)r- What are tt-iporta-mt facts? What
questio:-is of choice are raised? What is -.cart of the problem?

2. HCIrr11111W 11N;(1(1.,-,mc1ril !,',IrrHir"ri. Assign
some rough order of priority for achiev:ng them.

;3 .;Liprrl. (" 'r

Take ac. of the limits on availat-1.: truci other restric-
tions that limit freedom of action.

C('r)IrrrI111;' (.(rrirCfrf..

rr Irs thorn rrmor-

rcr Hf1(;.; r!;t'
c(I( r: rrirc. Which

concepts are most use!' tj in grasping the essentials of the problem?
Which concepts HI' useful in exploring the effect of each al-
ternative solution:'.

-6
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5. Occi(lc riircritritirc 1)cst 1rr In Inc atiammcin e)I 11;f irtr;,1

qu(11.,, ()- thc most important Which of the solutions seem to
be most feasible? Which are thEt most desirable? What are the trade-
offs among the differe goals. that is, how :Much of one goal must
be given up in order more of another?

The importance of an orderly and reasoned approach lies in the
systematic set of procedures it establishes to help students organize
their thinking about issueswhether in economics or in other sub-
jects. Although the approach may not come naturally to everyone. its
application comes more easily, even routinely, the more it is practiced.

In advancing the reasoned approach as an essential element for
solving economic problems effectively, teachers should observe several
cautions: (1) The phrase "alternative means of achieving these goals"
in the third step does not mean students should consider only new
and different ways of doing things. Frequently, no change, or merely
a slight modification in the existing ways of doing things, is superior
to some untried proposal. (2) Not every question or new problem in
economics should be forced into the pattern proposed above; only those
steps applicable to a particular problemor to the state of the student's
knowledge and abilityshould be carried out. (3) The application of
an orderly and reasoned approach should not be permitted to become
a mechanical exercise.

In many cases, use of a formal decision-making grid facilitats appli-
cation of the reasoned approach. Exhibit 1 illustrates such a grid: the
alternative courses of action (including doing nothing) are listed in the
lirst column on t hc Icsit and the goals or criteria for evaluating- alter-
natives are listed across th top row. The intersection of the rows and
columns creates boxes or "cells" which match up each goal or criterion
with each alternative. The evaluation marks placed in the cells of the
grid can take various forms. For example, each alternative can receive
a numerical ranking denoting it to achieve a goal or criterion
(sa. 1. 2, 3. 4. 5, with 1 denoting lowest ability). The numbers arc

rz):1-IIBIT 1

Sample Decision-making Grid for Systematic Evaluation of Each Alternative with
Respect to Each Goal or Criterion

ALTERNATIVES

GOALS OR CRITERIA

Goal or
Criterion 1

Alternative 1

Goal or
Criterion 2

Goal or
Criterion 3

Alternative 2

Alternative 3

Goal or
Crii.rion 4

Alternative 4



vrit ten in the appropriate cells: adding the rankings row 'A- row pro-
vides a rough measure of the overall desirability or feasibility of each
alternative. Another technique is to place a plus sign ( ) in a cell to
show that an alternative helps meet a goal or criterion, a minus sign
( ) to show that an alter-1;1th. lnders meeting a goal or criterion. a
zero (0) to show that an altern, :e neither helps nor hinders, and a
question mark ('?) if HR. effect of the alternative is unclear. In cases
where alternatives differ in he extent of their ability to help or hinde:-,
multiple pluses and minuses can be used.

A decision-making problem usually arises because a "do nothing
leave things as they are" policy has not led to the achievement of some
desired goal. Before choosing the "best" alternative policy, it is often
wise to check to make sure all the major alternatives and all of the
relevant goals have been considered. Advocates of particular alterna-
tives often point out only the advantages of their proposals. They fre-
quently fail to mention other attractive alternatives or the possil'Ie costs
of their own proposals. Use of a formal decision-making grid forces the
weighing of alternatives against all the relevant goals and criteria. Al-
though the systematic evaluation of alternatives does not assure un-
animity when goals conflict or evaluations differ, the technique usually
helps to clarify where the ,Iffferences lie and the relative costs of alter-
natives in terms of different criteria.

Not all decisions involve public policy issues: many decisions in-
volve personal consumption or production situations. Use of tH. rea-
sofiM approach and a decision-making grid is approphafe 'iny
situation public or personalrequiring choice-making. exifiaple.
in the lesson "Malcolm Decides," which appears in Trade -off'; audio
,:stiff] series the ,ICHE participated in producing). ne-,:spaper boy
1-eeeives a SI F, certificate. He can use the certificate (o purchase
one of several recrefff ional items: a model airplane. a bow and arrow
set, a hockey game. a soccer ball. or a portable radio. Since each of
these alternatives meets the criterion of costing no more than $15.
additional criteria fire necessary: Will the item break easily or will it
last." (durability). Will his parents approve of the item and let him use
it'? (parental consent I. Arc there any additional costs'? (no other costs)

EXHIBIT 2

Sample E: ecision-rnaking Grid for Using a $5 Gift Certificate

ALTERNATIVES

pl Fr:

Bow & arrow

Hockey game

Soccer ball

CRITERIA

Costs S15
or Less Durability

Parental
Consent

No Other
Costs Full-Time Use

Radio



e.g., batteries must be purchased for the hockey game but are included
in the price of the radio. Will he be able to use it any time he chooses?
(full-time use).

Exhibit 2 shows the completed decision-aking grid that Malcolm
uses to choose the radio. I3v placing a plus sign ( +) in each cell where
an alternative meetsa criterion and a minus sign ( ) in each cell where
an alternative does not sleet a criterion, Malcolm sees that only the
radio has five pluses. Each of the other alternatives has at least one
minus.

Often one alternative does not meet all the goals or criteria, or all
criteria are not regarded as equally important. But, even in such in-
stances. a decision-making grid can help clarify the issues and make
the decision a more reasoned one.
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ECOIMilliC:011CCp15 are the bases of economic understanding and rea-
soned decision-making. Economic concepts provide the analytical tools
needed to understand and make reasoned decisions about economic
issues--both personal and social, They constitute the basic vo-
cabulary of economics.

The list of concepts discussed below !,,uses on what we consider
the most basic among the many concepts in CC0110111iS. and \VC include
soml. measurement concepts and methods that are helpful in under-
stanua ig and explaining economic performance. Exhibit 3 lists th
basic concepts taken up in this Framework. iThe table of contents, at
the beginning of this book, also lists subsidiary concepts that fall under
the basic concepts.!

Althou!fli all the concepts listed in Exhibit 3 are basic to the at-
tainment of economic understanding, they canfio: all be treated alike
no the 1K-12 curriculum-- Some are easier to lean.: becau.-;e teachers can
find a greater variery of conci-ete examples !.'ar filust rating -them. Some
concepts ar:.' eair to undersiand 'of-cause Coenr definitions do not
riquire prior 1,u1owledge oJ he: con:.ep:s. ('onsequently, these con-
cpts c.nl be taught with vaning; coau)lexitv--erly 715 well as late in
the 1y -12 curriculum. 'Lie reverse is also true. Certain concepts arc
complex and therefo:T cannot 'be !aught \yith ;al their ramifications at
all grade levels. Some are relatively difficult to learn because they involve
grasping rclationships among several concepts. Our statement on suit-
able grade placement of I h; cone( ins appears in Chapter

azuenii"c'uE
t7.

ET, (7,1e, L..-3 The basic economic problem coil:tanning individuals. oroups of indi-
viduals. and entire societies is that productive resources are limited
relative to people's wants, Thus arises the basic condition of scarcity.
Scarcity requires people to make c:o...7'..ccy: o bout boy: to utilize available
resources most effi,%etively in order to sat H.iv their w,alts. Since most
major economic problems arise irom the fact of scarcity, an under-
standing of this concept is the starting point for an understanding of
economics.

SriZR.LCEITY

Scarcity is the condition that results from t imbalance loctweeii
relatively unlimited wants dnd ',he relatively limAed resources available
for satisfying those %VillItS. No society has ever had enough resources
to produce the full 0 111 011 1 0 ;111d Variety of goods and services its mem-
bers wanted.

Scarcity necessitates choice. if we can't have everything we would
like, we must choose which things we want most. Thus, both individ-
uals and societies must continuously make choices about how to use
the scarce resources available to 'them. .1.11C concept of scarcity can be
understood more clearly by examining the subconcepts of economic
wants and productive resources.
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Basic Concepts

FUNDAMENTAL ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

1 Scarcity
2. Opportunity Cost and Trade-offs
3 Productivity
-1 Economic Systems
5 Economic Institutions and Incentives
6 Exchange, Money, and Interdependence

MICROECONOMIC CONCEPTS

7 Markets and Prices
8. Supply and Demand
9. Competition and Market Structure

10. Income Distribution
11. Market F ailures
12. The R6e of Government

MACROECOI:,!01191C CONCEPTS

13 Gross National Product
14. Aggregate Supply
15 Aggregate Demand
16. Unemployment
17 Inflation and Deflation
18 Monetary Policy
19 Fiscal Por-,.,

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

20. Absolute and Comparative Advantage amj Barriers to Trade
21 Balance of Payments and Exchange Rates
22 International Aspects of Growth and Stability

MEASUREMENT CONCEPTS AND METHODS

Tables
Charts and Graphs
Ratios and P,,,-centaaes
Percentage Changes
Index Numbers
Real vs Nominal Values
Averages and Disi;ibutions Around the Average

Economic V./ants:

in modern societies. n....tple have wide variety Of wants. Some,
such as those for love anil not easily be classified as eco-
nomic in nature. Others. t.s In ,..loWing, shelter, medical care.
entertainment, and even leisure t are wants with major economic'
implications. Some wants are iinte.idual, whereas others. such as a
family's desire l'or a home or a elub'-; tiet;ire for a recreation center, are
group \yants. Many wants such as the foregoingare private, but
others are publicsuch as society's wants for highways. education,
end national defense.

For simplicity, we can say that cc.o .t.s are those that
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can be satisfied by the consumption of a good or service. Actually, we
should add the desire for leisure as an economic want, since consumers
heed leisure time in which to enjoy the consumption of certain goods
and services. Goods are physically tangible things such as food, shoes,
cars, and houses. Services are physically intangible things such as
medical care, haircuts, and education. One fact that emerges clearly
in the study of economics: peoples' wants for goods ilild services exceed
society's capacity to produce them.

Vroductive Resources
Productive resources (sometimes called factors of production)

consist of what is required to produce the goods and services that people
want. There are three basic categories of productive resources.

HUMAN RESOURCESThe health, strength, education, and skills
of people. The number of people available for work and the hours they
work constitute only one dimension of human resources. Another di-
mension is the level of ability of people and their mot ivat ion. The quality
of human resources reflects past efforts to improve skills, knowledge,
and motivation through education and training. The ability of some
people to organize economic activity by Mich g die risks associated with
starting a new business or introducing a new good or service into the
marketplace in hopes of earning a profit is given a special name, "en-
trepreneurship.- which conies from a French word meaning ''to un-
dertake."

NATURAL RESOURCESThe gifts of nature that are used to produce
goods and services. They include land, timber. fish. oil and mineral
deposits. the fertility of t he soil. climatic conditions suitable thrgrowing
crops. and so on. Some of these resources are used up in the process
of production. others renew themselves, while still others can Ire re-
newed through the conscious efforts of people.

CAPirrz:.1.. GOODSThe buildings, equipment, mae hinery. ports.
roads, dams. and other manufact oncl and constructed things needed
to produce or provide access to other goods and to supply services. The
variety of capital goods available and I:ow they are used reflect tlw state
of technology, which in turn rellecis existing scientific and technical
knowledge and the resources devoted io developing such knowledge.

C3ETC: "LENETY COST AND TRADE-OFFS

OpporE.unity cost is t he fOrgone benefit of the next best alternative
when scarce resources are used for one purpose rather than another.
If we use some of our limited resources for one purpose. we must give

up the opportunity to use these resources for other purposes. Thus.
the term "opportunity cost" refers to the most desirable of the alter-
natives not chosen. If, for example, a piece of land could be used tor
an office building, a sports stadium, a department store, or a parking
gara:. the opportunity cost of using the land for a department store
is the loss of only the most desirable of the forgone alternatives. It is
either the loss of the office building, or of the sports stadium, or of the
parking garagenot all three: which of these is the most desirable can
only be determined by more careful investigation. If t1 young college
,,I,luate chooses to heroine an accountant rather than it lawyer or an
,,IChitCCt or an engincer, society's opportunity cos; is not the loss of a
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lawyer and an architect and an engineer: opportunity cost
to the loss of the most important of the forgone alternatives.

Trade-offs ; accepting or choosing less of One thing to get
more of something else. individuals who choose One good or service
instead of another, or more of one thing and less of another. are malting

trade -off. Society also makes trade-offs, e.g., between its need for
more energy and its desire to preserve the environment. Evaluating
trade-offs, when done carefully and systematically. involves comparing
tlh costs and benefits of each of the available alternatives. Trade-offs
made by society also require determining how the costs and benefits
of decisions affect different groups within the economy. e.g., the rich
vis-a-vis the poor. city residents vis -a -vis rural residents, etc.

Most choices and trade-offs are not all-or-nothing propositions;
instead, they typically involve small changes at the margina little
more of this for a little less of that. Decisions about small changes at
the margin are made mot-T. often than decisions about big changes.
and the former are usually easier to assess than the latter. Consuniers
continuously practice marginalism as they consider whether to buy
one unit more or one unit less of a good or service in an effort to obtain
the mix of goods and services that will provide them with the greatest
satisfaction for their available buying power. Similarly, producers must
decide whether to produce one unit more or one unit less of output or
to hire or lay off an additional worLT in order to make the best use of
their resources.

3. PRODUCTEVIITY

Productivity is the amount of output (goods and services) pro-
duced per un1t of input (productive resources) used. Au increase in
productivir, means producing more goods and services with the same
amount of resources: producing the same amount of goods and services
with fewer resources: or it combination of these two possibilities. A
dramatic example of increased productivity occurred in U.S. agriculture
in the half century between 1930 and 1980, when output doubled while
the number of persons directly working in agriculture dropped from
12 million to 3 million.

While productivity is ofti.1 measured or referred to only in terms
of the productivity of labor, a proper view of the sources of productivity
incorporates the effects of all inputs to production. The three principal
means of increasing productivity are: (1) specialization and the division
of labor. 2) investment in capital goods, and (3) investment in human
capit,11. 2..11 three of these means often involve a process of technological
change that leads to more efficient production techniques and the
creation of more goods and services. Sometimes productivity can be
increased by other means. such as reorganizing the work process or
relocating the product )11 site.

Increases in productivity help reduce scarcity, but do not eliminate
it entirely. Moreover. productiyMc inci-cases themselves entail oppor-
tunity costs, since the resolmces used to enhance productivity in oil('
endeavor cannot be tipple, 'd in another. Thus. there are hoili costs
:old benefits when productivity is increased.

Specialization .:tic the Division of Lal.yo
Specialization occurs wiaen ;In economic unit produces a nar-

roWer rmt t of gomis and scrviccs than it



can he practiced by individuals, hi isiness firms, cities, regions, or coun-
tries. Regions of countries, for example, normally !Tecialize in the
production of those goods and services they are best fitted to produce,
Oven their particular endowment of productive resources. They then
sell most of what they produce to people living elsewhere. and buy
%yha lever else they need from other regions. What they buy may include
the raw materials needed to produce the goods and services in which
they specialize. Specialization is the basis of trade and exchange among
individuals, businesses, cities, regions, and countries. Within the United
States, for example, consumers in its various regions buy and use
products originating in other regionsIdaho potatoes, Florida orange
juice, Iowa corn. Calfornia vegetables. Detroit automobiles, Hartford
insurance. etc.,plus products originating abroad such as coffee, ba-
nanas, tea, clothing, and cameras. Industries do the same for the raw
materials. components, and certain finished products they need.

The concept of division of labor is closely related to specializat.'on,
but usually refers to the process whereby workers perform only a single
or a very few steps of a major production task. as when working on an
issenibly line. As applied to labor, the concept of specialization usually
refers to a person's occupation and the special training it requires.
e.g., carpenter, electrician, computer programmer. mathematics
teacher. landscape architect. eye surgeon.

On the one hand, specialization in all of its forms and the division
of labor usually increase productivity. On the other hand. they also
reduce self-sufficiency and increase economic interdependence, thereby
creating a greater need for the exchange of goods and services. The
concepts of interdependence and exchange are cliscussed in more detail
later.

T.:west-anent k Capital Goods
Invet;tment in capital goods occurs when savings are used to

increase lhe r ,nomy's productive capacity by Iiiiancing, the ennsH;uc-
tion of Hey.. Lctories, machines, means of communication, and the
like. Saving occurs When individuals, businesses, and the economy as
a whole do not consume all of current income for output). From an
individual standpoint, savings represent income not spent. winch un-
spent income stay be placed in financial institutions such as banks
and savings and loan associations, Wi ill lit turn make loans to those
who wish to buy capital goods or other resources. Individuals may also
place their savings more directly, by purchasing newly issued shares
of corporate stock, bonds, and similar financial instruments or by
buying instruments already issued from others. who may use the funds
they receive to buy new issues. Individuals may also contribute to
pension funds Or purchase mutual funds and the like. Such funds also
typically buy financial instruments.

To a large extent, the process of saving and investment represents
a diversion of p:-:a.luctive resour-ces from the output of goods and ser-
vices for curre:. consumption to the creation of up-to-date. techno-
logically advanc, 1 capital goods that can expand production and increase
the productivity ;,1 human and natural resources. Workers using mod-
el-II logging and transportation equipment. for example, can en more
trees and deliver more lumber than they can produce with hand :-:aws
and horse -drawn wagons. A secretary using a word processor can pro-
duce more letters than one using, a typewriter, who. in turn, can pro-
duce more than one using 0 quill pen. A pilot can fly more p0.,,sengers
more miles faster with Het plane t: an with a propeller-driven aircraft,
alai so Ot
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Capital goods often cost a great deal of money and last for a long
time. Investing in capital goods, therefore, not only carries the oppor-
tunity cost of what else the money c 'ould be used for, but usually also
involver taking a risk. For ,Nainple, if still newer technology emerges
quickly or if market conditions change, a machine may become obsolete
before it has gen., .,b ci enough income to pay back those who invested
in it. Iriusincsse, invest in capital goods, theretbre, must anticipate
hat they' will receive enough income to make it worthwhile to take on

the possible risks,

investment In iintnc-z.n Capital

Investment in human capital occurs when the health, education,
and training of the population are increased through the efforts of
individuals, businesses, or governments. Good health, education, and
relevant training all contribute to workers' productivity. I however, in-
vestment in human capital, like investment in capitol goods, also in-
volves an element of risk. Individuals who invest time or money in more
educat ion and training usually become more product iy(., get better jobs,
increase their incomes. and find greater satisfaction in their work and
leisure, but these benefits are not guaranteed. Investing in education
and training also carries opportunity costs because it employs re-
sources that could be put to other uses. The cost of a college education.
for example, includes not only direct payments for tuition, books, and
fees, but also the loss of the output and income that could have become
available if the student had been working full time instead of going to
school.

Technological Change
Technctogi,:Lai c:-.1ange can he defined as the incorporation into

product ion of iicw knowledge and processes that result in ( I ) a different
organization of the production process, (2) improvcinents or the in-
troduction of innovations in capital goods, or (3) modifications of the
goods and services currently being produced or the invention and in-
troduction of new goods and services. The word processor and the jet
plane are but two relatively recent and striking examples of technolog-
ical change. Such improvements depend heavily on basic acid applied
research, assessments of the probable success of a new technoloq,
gifted and knowledgeable experimenters and inventors. and the amount
of saying available to underwrite the costs of developing- and intro-
ducing new tichnology.

7Z12cts of Governme7:1:

hi addition to the effects on productivity of individual and busi.
Hess decisions about saving, and investing, government actis and
policies also play a role. Historically, governments have eneouvaged
increases in productivity by actions such as -.)roviding transportation
facilities. providing education. and underwriting or perk:I-ming agri-
cultural research. Governments also establish a framework of law and
political stability that -nakes long-1( private commitments feasible
and profitable. However. :4overnpients can hamper productivity in-
creases if their lav,ts or regulations serve part Hular groups rather than
the general thHr tax policies adversely affect saving and
investment, and If they el:act price regulations and trade restrit::ms
that prevy-it resources from moving to their most productive uses.
(.:iscuss tliC role olgovernment in the U.S. economy in more detail later.
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4. ECONOIViiiC SYSTEMS

People and societies organize economic life to deal with the basic
problems raised by scarcity and opportunity cost through economic
systems. An economic system can be described as the collection of
institutions. laws, activities, controlling values, and human motiva-
tions that collectively provide a framework for economic decision-mak-
ing.

In a world of scarcity and opportunity cost, all societies must
decide the basic economic questions of what goods and services to

produce, which (Ales to forgo or postpone. and when and I icrw to transfer
productive resources from one use to another. Decisions must also be
made about how much effort to devote to increasing total output as
well as how to divide the total output of a society among its members
that is, how to distribute the total real income an economic system
generates. These decisions all hinge on how economic resources are

lloCa ed.
There are three basic approaches to economic decisions about

resource allocation. One is based on traditionthat is, people generally
repeat the decisions made at an earlier time or by an earlier generation.
A second is based on commandthat is, decisions arc made largely
by an authority, such as a feudal lord or a government planning agency.
Authority in a command economy can be exercised in a democratic
fashion or it can be imposed from above by people whose power is not
subject to the outcome of free elections. The third is based on market
prices.*

A market economy is a system of decentralized decision-making
in which individuals and business firms, in their various capacities as
consumers. producers. workers, savers, and investors, participate in
t tie market through decisions that are reflected in the supply and de-
mand for various goods and services. The market "adds up" these mil-
lions of decisions about supply and demand and forges out of them an
interrelated network of market prices that reflect the preferences of all
the participants. Market pricesand the changes in them-7-act as sig,-
rmls to producers. telling them what buyers want. Market prices also
act as rationing device by allocating productive resources and finished
goods and set-vices among members of society according to what buyers
are willing and able to pay.

No real-world economy t pure form of a traditional. a command,
or i. decentralized market )110111V. Every exiting economy uses a
different -mix- of allocating mechanisms to answer the basic economic
questions, and each has somewhat different institutions, controlling
values. and motivating forces at work which affect :lie operation of the
economy. The element of tradition is. for example. most evident in the
rural areas of the less ti, velop 'e countries of Asia and Africa. The
element of command is ino:-e evicient in the Soviet Union and other

rally planned economies. Decentralized or ne,,.ket decision-making
is most evident in the United States. Australia:. .,math'. and Western
Europe: but even among these countries. consider:He diversity exists

:110(,S( not to use tcrnri -1X11(htilt.111.

-eane.ilsitt- to ticsCribe eyortee; ic sVsteins bee;ittse they ttie,e diitc:tnt
to p(01)IC, anal thcv eaFi enmtionil: ovcrtoncs nuncis

of
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in the amount of government planning and in the variety of economic
institutions.

Understanding how economic decisions are made in a particular
economy requires careful attention to quest ici.s such as the following:

What is the actual "mix" of allocating mechanisms? That is, how
many economic decisions are tract on oriented? How many are made
by central command? Flow many are left to decentralized market
forces?

What are the most important economic institutions of the society
and what role do they play :a shaping economic decisions?
-What are the controlling values and motivating forces that condi on
economic behavior in the society?

What. if any, significant changes apps..:- to be taking place in the
economic system?

Finally, it should be noted that people of all societies, regardless
of the type of economic system, engage in certain basic economic ac-
tivities. These include producing, exchanging, and consuming goods
and services, as well as saving and investing so that capital goods and
human capital can be accumulated to increase output and productivity.
The distinguishing characteristics of an economic system thus are not
the economic activities that are carried on but the kinds of economic
institutions that exist and the way in which they influence decision-
:nal:Jug.

5. ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS AND INCENTIVES

Economic institutions are of several kinds. In addition to house-
holds ar families, there are formal organizations, such as corpora-
tions, g fernment agencies, banks, labor unions. and cooperatives.
There are also customary ways of doing things, such as the use of
money. collective bargaining, the dominance of men or women in cer-
tain. occupations. and the observance of various holidays. There are
also different controlling values and beliefs that pervade different eco-
nc:nic systems. (Some beliefs may be common to most systems.)

In the United States, the household is the typical unit of con-
sumption. Households differ in size, composition, and the manner in
which members make decisions. The private firm (which can take var-
ious legal for ::s, such as an individual proprietorship. partnership, or
corporation) is the typical unit of production. These firms may partic-
ipate in trade associations or employer organizations in seeking to
promote their own industry interests and to influence legislatures and
government administrative agencies. Workers may organize into labor
unions to further their interests through collective bargaining and
political action. Government agencies play an important regulatory rcle
in the economy. and some governmental enterprises (such as the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority, the postal system. and municipal bus lines)
produce goods or provide services directly. Other economic systems
use different institutions. 'he Soviet Union, for example. carries on
agricultural production through both state farms and collective farms
or communes. In Sweden and Finland, cooperatives are more important
than in most countries. By law, worker representatives serve on
the boards of directors of West Germ,in corporations. Banks exist
in almn every country, and virtually all societies :,:cept for some
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hunt nw and gat heting tribesuse some form of money as a medium
of exchange and a measure of value.

Ail societies have some system of property ownership. In the United
States. for example. pricm .vnership of property is emphasized. In
others. such as China, t1,,,,crnment ownership is the rule except for
some small enterprises and personal or household goods. Government
planning is highly .:entralized and comprehensive iu the Soviet Union,
more decentralized in Yugoslavia, and suggestive"indicative"---in
France. Some institutions exist only in certain types of economic sys-
tems, for example, collective bargaining about wages and working con-
ditions take .- place only in democratic industrial countries.

Cultural traditions of societies also influence the pattern of ecO-
nomic behavior. Examples range from the much-discussed "work ethic"
of the Japanese, to the nomnaterialist philosophy of certain Buddhist
countries, and to the seasonal patter of retail sales that are evident
in most countries due to the occurrent, : of religious or secular holiday:,.

Incentives are factors that motivate and influence human be-
havior. Economic incentives work by offering larger or smaller claims
to goods and services in order to influence people's behavior, usually
through financial rewards and penalties. Not all human behavior is
motivated by economic incentives. Sometimes people turn down higher-
paving jobs because of unwillingness to move to a different geographic
area. Women sometimes leave the labor force for considerable periods
in order to raise children despite the financial sacrifices involved. Be-
cause people want to preserve existing arrangements, or perhaps do
soint.one a favor, business and government contracts are not always
awai.ded to the lowest bidder. The most productive joh applictints are
not always hired, because employers may want either to preserve or to
change customary employment pat terns. But when all is said and clone,
economic incentives, the desire to achieve financial or material gain
and to avoid financial or material loss, are powerful motivating forces.

The pursuit of economic sell-int,-rest is the main motivating force
in market economies. Consumers seek to allocate their incomes to
obtain the greatest amount of satisfaction. Producers seek to maximize
their profits, and this impels them to use the most efficient combi-
nations of productive resources to prodt.ce the goods and services that
consumers want to buy. Workers sek to sell their labor for the best
return in money wages and working conditions. Savers seek high in-
terest rates to earn the most income on their funds. In all these in-
stances, economic self-interest is the motivation.

Profits are a particularly important incentive in a market economy.
Profit is what remains after all costs of production have been deducted
from the revenue derived from the sale of goods or services. It is the
desire for profit that persuades entrepreneurs to establish new busi-
nesses, expand existing ones, and change the kinds of goods and ser-
vices produced (e.g., from i)ig automobiles to small ones or vice versa).
The profit motive stimulates owners and managers to make businesses
more efficient, to introduce cost-cutting technologies in production,
and to compete more vigorously with other businesses for consumers'
dollars. Previously earned profits provide en important source of funds
for new investment. and thereby stimulate economic growth. Similarly.
losses (negative profits) are a signal to move resources elsewhere. Thus,
in a competitive market economy, profits and losses spur efficiency,
growth, and change. In situations where competition is lacking, how-
ever, the profit motive can lead to restrictions of output. (See the dis-
cussion on market failures concept 11below.)
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In other economic systems, nonmarkei hh.k'lltilTS or forces are
sometimes more evident. In command econianies, for example, the
authorities emphasize the contribution i iyiduals and groups can
make to the welfare of the state rather ..in to their own personal
interests. In some earlier )(aches, a major motivation was to gloritY
the ruler (c.g building pyramids; in Phatoal-i's Egypt) or a superior
being (e.g.. building cathedrals in medieval Europe). More recently, in
flitler's Germany, "race" determined the extent to winch individuals
could participate in the economy. Whatever the major incentiv.a, or
forces may he. they influence the sum lure ohm econaa tie systcia
how it functions.

Iiecause economic institutions and economic incentives play such
a central role in every economic system, an understanding of how they
work is essential to understanding the U.S. economy. i ill economic
decisions in that economy are left to individuals. As we cc indicated,
individuals anti businesses form themselves into or gal d self-interest
groups and use group pressure, both in the market id through po-
litical processes. to achieve their goals. Since some economic units or
groups possess greater power than others, they can have greater in-
fluence on changes in the institutional framework within which eco-
nomic activity occurs.

6. EXCHANGE, MONEY, AND LINI-EhR,DEPENDENCE

As we have indicated. nctiyiduals, groups, regions, and countries
often specialize in the production of particular goods and in the per-
formance of particular services. This leads to the output of more goods
or services than the producers themselves wish to c onsume. In such
situations. producers exchange their surpluses for other goods and
services produced by people located elsewhere, and everyone is better
off as a result. Indeed, .,he principle of voluntary exchange is based on
the fact that both sides expect to gain from trade. If they did not, they
would not trade.

The simplest form cf exchange is barter, or the direct trading of
goods or services between people. Since barter is usually inconvenient.
mcney was developed to facilitate exchange. A wide variety of items
has been used as money throughout history, and almost anything can
serve as money so long as people are willing to accept it in exchange
for goods and services. WI eay need not have any int rins' value to serve
as 0 medium of exchange. it is peoples. willingness to accept it in
payment that gives money its value in the exchange process. In the
United States today, people are willing to accept both currency (metal
coins and paper bills) and checks in exchange for goods and services.
Until recently. commercial banks were the only financial institutions
plaint ted to establish checking accounts, and the standard definition
of the money supply in the United States used to be that it consisted
of currency in circulation and checking deposits at commercial banks.
Money held in these forms did not earn interest, and it was convenient
to separate ''money" from other interest-paying assets such as savings
account and other forms of so-called time deposits.

Our financial system is constantly evolving. however, and in the
1970s savings .,1-1(1 loan associations. mutual savings banks, credit
unions, and similar "thrift institutions" began offering accounts kvith
names like "automatic transfer savings- (AT- . "negotiable orders of
withdrawal" (NOW), and "share drafts." All these accounts consisted of
interest-naving deposits against which the depositor coil!. rite checks.
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.rating in 1982, U.S. banking regulations also allowed commercial
I ks to pay interest on checkable deposits. Indeed. s' many changes
have occurred in the U.S. financial system in recent years that several
differently defined measures Of the money supply arc now ;etiblished
regularly by the Federal Reserve System, which discuss in more
detail later.

Specialization and exchange reduce self-sufficiency. and thus they
increase interdependence. Ir.:.--..1;o:.-doindt:,:t.tt means hiat decisions or
events in one part of the world or in one sector of the economy affect
decisions and events in other parts of the v,'orifl and other sectors of
the economy. Bad weather in Eastern can affect sugar prices
in the United States, and sugar prites can affect the sales of candy,
soft Chnks, and even the sales of mar: . wry used to harvest sugar beets
and sugar cane in vtritAts parts of the world. '.':age increases in the
steel industry can affect retail sales in Pittsburgh, the cost of producing
automobiles in Detroit, ant. economic conditions in many other in-
dustries and places as well.

Microeconomics is the study of the behavior of individual households,
firms, and markets, of how prices and outputs determined in those
markets and o how the price mechanism otes resources and
distributes income. To understand the kint..-; and amounts of goods
and services an economy will produce requires that we know how the
prices of goods and services are determined, how these prices determine
the pattern of production, and how this pattern is influenced both by
the structure of markets and by government actions.

7. MARKETS AND PRECES

Markets are institutional arrangements that enable buyers and
sellers to exchange goods and services. A market does not need to have
a single physical location. Some markets, such as the New York Stock
Exchange or the Chicago Board of Trade, do have a physical location
that people can see or visit. Other markets, such as the market for high
school teachers or the market for new homes, however, do not have a
specific location. Such markets function through advertisements, let-
[el s, i.cltplione calls, computer networks, personal ri.i:itionoltpq anel
face-to-face discussions in various places. A "market- can be said to
e:tttst so long as there are some arrangements that enable potential
buyers and sellers to communicate about the exchange of goods and
services.

Prices are the amounts of money that people pay in exchange for
a unit of a particular good or service, e.g., $2.00 per pound. $12.00
per hour, 50.50 per quart, $6.00 per dozen, etc. Relative prices refer
to one price compared to another, that is, to the ratio between them.
In an actual market, the collection of relative prices constitutes the
price structure of that market. The collection of price relationships in
an entire economy constitutes its total price structure.

Doubling all prices, or cut t IT q, all prices in half, for example, would
not change the price structure te. he relative price ratios) in a r,:arket.
If the price of appi. rises from $1.00 per dozen to $2.00 per dozen,
and the price of oranges rises from $2.00 per dozen to 54.00 per dozen,
the apple-to-orange price ratio is still 1 to 2 even though the absolute
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of both items have changed. A change :Ata. cc,
when the ..:::.e.1-1mr;c: r_._a between ity If the price .

app. rises from 1.00 per dozen to $2.0t) per dozen, the price o.
remains the same, there will be a change in the tipple-to-orange

)r-iC( ratio, and this change in relative pr. 'es will cause people to want
buy ft-wer apples and more oranges than before these rela:ive

liv cornparitig the relative prices of various product . consumers
cau determine which particular combination of gocH:- and 7 :ices

uld l; most ',:dvantafl,co:-, :I= to :y.

1_)-ricYs of:various resources as the relative prices of various goods
and st.rvices, business firms can determine which combination of re-
sources they can most advantageously employ to produce particular
goods and services. By comparing relative prices in different markets,
owners of resources can determine where they cart most advantageously
sell their resources or the services their resources can supply.

Relative prices and how they affect people's decisions are the means
by which a market system provides answers to the basic economic
questions: What goods and services will be produced? How will they
be produced? Who will get them?

ll'hut to piodurci) The goods and services that are the most prof-
itable.
1()11 to prod themi' At the lowest cost possible.

\Y)io will get thcri: Whoever is willing and able to pay the market
price.

It is important to understand how a system of interdependent
market prices can, without central planning or r beet controi over the
decisions of individual producers or consure-s, enable countless goods
and services to he produced and delivered in the quantities desired, at
the desired places, and at the desired times. This occurs because rel-
ative prices perform three principal functions in a market system.
The.-;e are: (1) an informatic7. function, (2) an incentive function, and
(3) a rationing function.

hrtiormaCon
Relative prices and the ratios among them provide the essential

information consumers, producers, and resource owners in a market
system need in order to decide whether, what, and how much to buy.
To grasp fully the importance of the information function provided by

irna,Q! a slapping in a supermarket in which no prices are
shown for the items on the shelves. Or imagine choosing between two
fob opportunities without knowing the salaries offered by each. Or
imagine trying to decide whether to hire a painter to paint your house
or to do it yourself when you lack information about how much painters
charge or about the prices of paint, brushes, and other materials.

Eracf.a-rft-rtves

Changes in relative price ratios create incentives for resources to
mov,' or be reallocated in a market economy. An increase in the price
of soybeans relative to the pine of corn encourages farmers to plant
:ore soybeans and less corn. A in the salaries 'awyers relative

) those of accountants is an incentive for fewer people to go into law
and more into accounting. Increased profits attract resources in free
markets, while increased losses produce opposite effects. Profits are
The green lights of economic life; losses are the red lights. Just as a
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a-tii recitt1:-,s hoi 0 g.. lights and
ln_jits. so :tint non!: :11;1:

111W ;pelt II1()Hi %,;11.1",C1)1('

Thc :2,1)er pric; of nnvil)hr,. less (ti
lt !ieoply able to
the and able to in: ..n-ket's

r resources. 405015, to Ill most
!He to pn1. fOr their). If the ri t on It dov-

street cur,. to receive a higher root by :- wing 11, 11111(1 for no uiUUe

building than for a parking garage wareliousy. the hind will
us;(.1 for ...II office budding-. and the ,gm-age and the ware-

tie -rationed out- Of this location. It 50,000 people would
like to sec rock cone( scheduled for a hall that eon accommodate
only 5,000 1;i-ople. i1 (- .;rice of tickets can be illci-edsed until only 5,000
are willing to pay Witt price: the oilier M.(100 people will he "rationed
out- by the high price.

Tirrie Crcular Flow of P.250
flierey Payments
On, way of iilustratin4 tiw overall operation of a market economy

]s; a circular flow Marion» such as the one in Exhibit 4. This
...Jinni presents a highly simplified overview of how a market economy

operates. Owners of resources ilMnilies and individuals*) supply the
services of their land, labor, and capital to business firms lit exchange
for money income i)ayments in the form of wages. salaries. rents. in-
terest, and profits. Owners of the resources in turn u-,e th-se Sworn:.
pilyments to purcli:ise the finished goods and scrinees supplied by the
business firms. Business lions then use the proceeds from these sales
to pay tine r-Hource owners for tit.- senices the lions receive by

the resources. This is how the (115 flow of rcsources, goods
and services, and money income payments is established and main-
tained.

Payments in the lower loop (sometimes called ti, int(T market)
ppear incoine 10 the resource y.110 syll 01-oduc11ve scrvics,

i),1( these same payments appear as costs to ihe business firsts i-...t
productiv,. Likewise. payments in the upper loop (some-

times called the product Market) appear as costs M the resource owners
who buy ,goods and services, but these same payments appear as income
to the business firms that sell goods and services.

An important point to emphasize is that all of the money payments
shown in Exhibit 4 are determined by an interdependent set of market
prices. In a system of interdependent market prices. every pricedepends
to some extent on every other price. The prices resource owners are

fling to pay for finished goods and services depend on the prices
(income) they receive for the use r(f their resources. 'rile prices of re-
sources, in turn. depend on how 111)1(11 business lh-II1S are willing to
niw for the service. ,urces provide. flow businesses are

'Corporations are also 01,710'is (): resources. but Illc 0)11111-., al a r()rly. ;if i0I1---

(11;.(1 is, its stcalilwl(lcrs--- r( Lunilis .1nd inclividuiils of thir rcprcsc:.c,:tivcs
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The Circ-.11:,., 01 E,esources, G.cots. L,one-!

Pa'iments (Sales Dollars)

E-17-jshet t7:-,:cc,f,s and Services

Productive Services

THE FACTOP,

income Payments (Wages. Rents, Interest, Profit) -

willing to pay for resources depends on the prices they receive for the
linished goods and services they sell. but the prices business firms
receive depend on what resource owners are willing to pay for goods
and services. And so, round and round, the process continues.

f3oth resource owners and business firms would like to receive
higher prices for what they sell and to pay lower prices for what they
buy. but this is not easy to do when the prices buyers pay are also the
prices sellers receive. As explained in greater detail in the next section,
a market system relies on the interaction between sellers (supply) and
buyer.-; (demand) to reconcile these conflicting objectives and to estab-
lish in particular markets. Competition among sellers gives buy-
ers a chL...e in deciding from whom (if anyone) to buy. and competition
.u-nong buyers gives sellers a choice in deciding to whom (it-anyone) to
sell.

Supply is a reiationshi ) between quantity and price. :..-;apply is
defined as the different qu;
will be offered for sale at v;
period. Generally. the hig!I
be offered for saleand

Demand is, too, a re'.a..(

it tes of a resource. good. or service that
us possible prices during a specific time
he price of something, the more of it will

versa.
Ishii) between quantity and price. '1);_li=c1

is defined as the different I _unities of a resource. good, or service that
will be purchased at ,us possible prices during a specific time
period. Generally. the lo- the price of something, the more of it will
be purchasedand vi( ,' .,.ersa.

In competitive ma-'-ets, supply and demand constitute tIn sun]
of many individual clee ,as to sell and to buy. The interH 't ion of ipply
111(1 demand determiii '.he prices and the quantities ill 'clear'
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competitive markets. This is illustrated in Extlibit 5, where ht oof: .(-

ical data are provided for a hypothetical product. The data in the it

are presented in tabular form as dv and dennind Col-

umns and 2 of the ',able constitute the supply schzduie. v.'inie columns
2 and constitute the cieetand sche[ftlle.

(1) (2)
O.uantity Supplied luantity

by Producers Price by Consumers
(millions of units) (S per bn:. (m1Hons of units)

40

(00

ED

00 70

Exhibit 5 shows that the market-clearing price for this hypo-
thetical product is $4.00 per unit. At any price below $4.00 per unit.
the quantity demanded exceeds the quantity supplied, and competition
among buyers will bid the price up to $4.00. At any price abc,re $4.00
per unit, the quantity supplied exceeds the quantity demanded, and
competition among sellers will cause the price to fall to $4.00. Only at
a price of $4.00 a unit will the market "clear," with ' the quantity
supplied and the quantity demanded en' d to each other at the same
price.

The schedules presented to Exhibit 5 can also be used to show
that 40 million units is a market-clearing quantity. Only at a quantity
of 40 million units will the market "clear," with both the price sellers
art willing to accept and the price buyers are willing to pay equal to
each other at the same quantity.

The market-clearing price of $4.00 and the market -c ,saring quan-
to of 40 million units shown in Exhibit 5 will persist so long as other
ings remain constant. If there is a change in supply, or if there is a

change in demandthese changes are often described as "shifts" in
aapply or demandthere will be a change in the market-clearing price

and the market-clearing quantity. An increase in supply, for example,
would mean that sellers are willing to sell larger quantities at each and
every price shown in Exhibit 5. This would result in a lower market-
clearing price and a larger market-clearing quantity. A decrease in
supply would have the H nosite effect. Similarly, an increase in demand
would mean that buyers arc willing to buy larger quantities at each
end every price shown in Ex: Jbit 5. This would result in a higher
market-clearing price and a larger market-clearing quantity. Adecrease
.11 demand would have the opposite effect. Furthermore, as mentioned
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earlier. changes in one market will affect relative price ratios and
tl.os likely to cause changes in other markets well. :1 higher ma:-l:,-.-
clenring price and a lower man:et-clearing quantity for coffee, for ex-
ample. will tend to increase the demand for tea and to decrease the
demand for the paper filters used in coffee makers.

The forces of supply and demand work most effectively in markets
with large number of sellers and buyers, each with reasonably accurate
information, who are competing to sell or buy a relatively homogeneous
orocluct. In markets that do not pug .-Hs all of these characteristics,

forc,:s of supply and demand are ninclified by the structures that
preya:I in those IT:irrketS.

C 0 C.:1'-1 i 1 T. C a: r
The term market structure refers to the extent to which cornpe-

lit:on prevails in particular markets. The degree of competition is
largely determined by the number of buyers and sellers participating
in the market, the availability and accessibility of accurate informatior.,
the possibility of collusion among buyers and among sellers, the nature
of the product. and the ease with which firms can enter and leave the
market. The structure of markets may also be affected by various laws
and government regulations, which we discuss later. In turn, market
structure affects the level of prices, the amounts purchased, and the
rate of profit earned by firms.

Some ma-,rkets are highly competitive. They contain many pro-
ducers or sellers, none of whom can independently dominate or affect
the market price appreciably: the possibility of effective collusion is
small: accurate information is easily accessible: the products sold by
different producers are homogeneous or so similar that it is difficult
to distinguish the product of one seller from that of another: and firms
can enter the industry without difficulty. Many farm products like
-..yiteat and corn are examples. Markets that are less competitive are
dominated by a smaller number of producers or sellers; individual
sellers may be able to affect and sometimes control prices; the possibility
of effective collusion may exist; accurate information is less easily ac-
cessible; the product of one seller can more frequently be distinguished
from that of another; and entry into the industry is usually somewhat
difficult. The U.S. auto industry is an example.

The spectrum of market structures runs from highly competitive
markets to those that contain only a single seller (called a monopoly)
or a single buyer (called a monopsony). Unregulated monopolies tent
to sell at higher prices and to produce smaller quantities than worth:
a set of competitive suppliers with the same cost structure. Unregulatec
rnonopsonies tend to buy at lower prices and to purchase smaller quan-
tities than would a set of competitive buyers.

Economists distinguish still other types of market structures that
are not highly competitive. Firms in a market structure with few sellers
are called oligopolies. Firms in a market structure with few buyers are
called oligopsonies. The term monopolistic competition is used to
refer to a market structure that may have a good many firms selling
similar products. but the products can he differentiated from each other
by the use of brand names or advertising and marketing strategies or
by malting relatively minor variations in the product.

Collusion occurs when independent producers agree to coordinate
their decisions in a manner that restricts competition. When collusion
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takes the form explicit agreement to fix prices anc: Hiiirkets
piong a group Oi producers that furnishes ::: ol icular

Het. the group is called a car-Lel.
,Ve do not wish to encourage the memorization e: terth., their
si:ke, nor do \.\-(: feel that it is necessary to introdue,' p:- college

jents to the detailed analyses used by economists to dis.aiguish
between various market structures. The important -dung tor :hese stu-
(lents to realize is that the prices of Moods and services as 'veil as the
aiiintities offered, ',which play suer: an important role in a market

economy. are affected by the comp: -t: Hructure of various markets.
V,'Ilen confronted by particular marit students should be
e.o:ou:.aged Iry to identify the type (e truLture that exists

te(i by characteristics such as ti: nunther of sellers for buyers),
possible b'd-i-r.ers to :litry into the industi-v, the infor-
matiop. he possibilit, collusive action. the degree of product dif-
1,:Ten ion, he role of ;:4-overnment in the Iih:1 and the level of

earned.

ENIC,GME: D],E713.M117,

In a market cconom2,. people's incomes depen. largely on the
of goods Or services (including labor) they are able sell in the market-
place. People who own larger amounts of scarce resources or possess
rare talents that are in great demand receive higher incomes than those
without such resources or talents. As explained ea:Thr. wages and
salaries are pavnien ts for services of labor: rent is payment for the
use of someone's land or property: interest is payment for the use of
borrowed money: and profit is the return to business enterprise that
results when the value of sales exceeds the cost of the goods or services
sold.

The division of an economy's total income into wages and salaries.
rent, interest, and profit is called the functional distribution of in-
come, since it shows the breakdown of income received by the indi-
viduals and businesses based on the type of resources provided to the
productive process. A functional distribution of income, of course, does
not tell us how many people receive each type of income, nor does it
tell us how many people receive incomes from more than one source.
For information on the personal distribution of income, we typically
classify different population groups by the number of them receiving
different amounts of income including transfer payments.

Transfer payments. which have grown rapidly in recent years.
consist mostly of payments by government for which the recipients do
not currently perform productive services, although in some cases these
payments are related to productive activity that was performed in the
past. The most important transfer payments in the United States today
are Social Security benefits, government employee retirement benefits,
unemployment compensation, and public assistance such as aid to the
elderly, aid to families with dependent children, veterans benefits, and
food stamps.

Exhibit 6 shows the distribution of personal income by function
and by income levelthe latter is given separately for families and for
unrelated individuals, i.e., those living alone or with others to whom
they are not relatedin the United States in 1982,

Many forces shape the personal distribution of income, Various
farm. business, labor, and other groups such as the poor, veterans.
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and DistffraL:J.r.:7-

Sources of PersoriE: -,)

Typo of rococo

A*.moi.int of
[7:Cme
HOrIS

busm.e5so2
7e:r

Total

Distribution of Personal Income

of

FJ: o n c- y

lacer .-..::

l...o.' :I

Al! Families Unrelated intividuals
:\lumbors in

Millions
Percent
of Total

Numbers in
Millions

Percent
of Total

Under $1 999 3 7 6 8, 7 240'.
$5 000 $9.999 '0 6 73 26 2
10.000 19.999 2-1 6 8:3

20.000- 29 999 1-; 1 23 0 3 u

30.000-39.999 9 7 '5 9
40.000 9 999 5 6 9 1 0 4

50.000- 59 999 2 9 4 7 0 3 07
60.000 and up 3 8 6

Total 61 4 100 C'. 27 0 100 0°,.'

SOURCE Figures for sources of personal income are from Counci l of Fc.prom.c Passers
Ecogormc Indicators, July 1983. p 5 those for distribution of person, borne are from
Bureau of the Census. Current Population Reports, Series P-60, No U 1983.

p 11 Persona; dividend income excludes the parts of corporate pro17r: pad ari
corporate income tax or retained for use in corporate business

f- igures do not r2.i.9 to 100 0 percent oecause of rounding

and the elderly, continuously seek to expand their share ,1
Inherited wealth and practices and customs such as racial and gender
discrimination also help to shape the distribution of income. There is
controversy about the distribution of income and the extent, if any. to
which it should be redistributed from its original recipients to others
who are less well off. Decisions about income distribution are made
through the political process as well as by the operations of the market
economy.

11. MARKET FhiLUIRES

Markets work best when they arc reasonably competitive, when
buyers and sellers have access to sufficient reliable information. when
resources arc relatively mobile and free to move from one use to another
in response to changing conditions. and when market prices reflect
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the full costs and benefits incurred in producing and exchanging goods
and s rvices. Market "failures" occur when there are significant devia-
tions foam these conditions. The main: forms of market failure
inadecr: . : competition, lack of access to reliable in.fot-rm.; ion source

externalities, and the tie:7d 1-)r- public goods i.e.. .,00ds or
service= )'(-)vernment supplies I.-)ecaus:; the market either does not

or supplies them in ;7:suf.:tient amounts:. C.is:;;_s
each C. th in turn.

h market system relies on competition tU give bo::: buyers and
.liers a choice in deciding with whom to exchange and on -;.hat terms

to make such exchanges. Without competition there is no guarantee
:hat scarce resources will be allocated to their most productive uses.
Inadequate competition is, therefore, a serious problem in a market
system. Yet maintaining competition is not always easy. In markets in
which there are few buyers or few sellers, the buyers or the sellers may
more easily collude to fix the prices at which they are willing to buy or
sell. Even ',;hen a large number of sellers exists, a form of price fixing
may occur, especially if the government helps, as it does in important
segments of agriculture. Competition in some markets may be lessened
through policies of price leadership exercised by one or a few firms or
by "conscious parallelism" in price policy. In still other markets, in
which it may not be efficient to have large numbers of producers of a
particular good or service. we ..nd natural monopolies as various
local water and gas companies.

Kncwiedge
Inadequate knowledge of market conditions on the part of con-

sumers, workers, and business managers can adversely affect the de-
cisions they make and the efficiency with .vhich the market mechanism
allocates resources, goods, and s,-rvices. Consumers, for example, may
not be well-informed about the quality of products or of alternative
products available. Unemployed workers may not know of job oppor-
tunities in unfamiliar labor markets. Business managers may not be
aware of changing demographic patterns or changing economic con-
ditions. Yet in many of these cases it may be very difficult or extremely
costly for inrlivit^ittalc to seek oot reliable information on their own. In
such situations, public provision of information can lead to increased
efficiency so long as she additional benefits to consumers, workers, or
business managers exceed the government's additional costs or trouble
of acquiring and disseminating the information.

nesource immobiiiity
Another condition that, can impair the functioning of the market

mechanism is resource immobility. Workers, for example, may not be
able to move from declining to expanding industries because they lack
the specialized skills required or the money needed to relocate them-
selves. Business firms may have investment funds tied up in obsolete
equipment and machinery and be unable to take advantage of new
investment opportunities until the old equipment is paid off.
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LLernal.ities are the positive or negative side effects that result
when the production or consumption of a good or service affects the
welfare of people who are not the parties directly involved in a market
exchange. A positive externality in consumption, for example, may
result from the acquisition of additional education by an individual;

pin to proper use, additional education increases the productivity
of tnti t individual, and society as a whole thereby benefits. A negative
externality in consumption occur --hen cigarette smoking by one in-
:iividual has detrimental effects on nsnt.:-Aers. A posit.-.-e externality
in production occurs, for example, . ,,ILL:u constructed to itenerate
lectric power provides flood control for downstream residents and/or

creates an attractive lake for scenic and recreational purposes. A neg-
ative externality in production c.-curs when a factory discharges smoke
or other pollutants into the air -o- into rivers and streams.

Positive externalities are soraetimes called "third-party benefits,"
and negative externalities are somet.mes called "third-party costs." Since
external benefits and external costs are not reflected in the market
prices paid by buyers and received by sellers, an unregulated market
system underproduces goods and services that yield external benefits
and overproduces goods and services that impose ext'i 11 costs.

Public Goods
Most goods and services produced and exchanged in the market

are "private goods." which producers can withhold from would-be con-
sumers who refuse to pay (that is, people who do not buy are excluded),
and whose consumption by one person or family makes them unavail-
able to others (that is, consumption is not shared). Public goods are
those the government supplies in situations involving nonexclusion
and/or shared consumption.

A "pure" public good is a product or service producers cannot
withhold from consumers who refuse to pay (nonexclusion), and the
consumption of the product or service by one person does not reduce
its usefulness to others (shared consumption). National defense, for
ex::mple, cannot be provided exclusively to those who are willing to pay
for it nor can it be withheld from those who are not able or not willing
to pay. Likewise, in some situations, one person's use or consumption
of a good or service does not prevent its concurrent use by others. The
illumination that one - person receives from a street light, for example,
is not diminished by others' use of the same illumination.

Goods such as national defense, street lighting, and flood control
are not adequately provided by market system because private busi-
nesses will not produce things that people will not pay for, and because
individual consumers are reluctant to pay for goods and services that
benefit nonpayers in the same way as those who pay.

Public Policy Ltesponses o Ttlar!r,e_t Falfure

Governments have adopted various policies to deal with the several
types of market failures described above. Antitrust laws arid public
regulatory agencies attempt to deal with irridequatc competition. Pub-
lic provision of information and statistical private provision
would be prohibitively expens.ve can remedy .: .quate knowledge:
consumer protection laws car. have a simil eff, Relocation allow-
ances, favorable tax treatment, ntl raiuing p:vrams. nd the ',Ice, can
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lessen re,murce int:nobility. Taxation ols,ourages :he production of
goods and s-i-vices that impose external costs, and so hsidies encourage
the production of goods and services Wait provide external benefits.

policies aimed. at correcting market failures do not always
.vork out as intended, however, and under certain circumstances ef-

'fort s to corr:.ct market failures can themselves become sources of inef-
fiyiyncv. When this happens, "government failures- mac be said to
occuL t;overnment failures can occur \then speciEt'.!-intei-est groups
J:,ert undue influence on the political proces.- c;ovantages
for themselves that they cannot obtain in the place. Governmciii
agyncies often develop an in 'real dynamic of their own as they compete
or udditir 'I staff and intli:,'nce. Since they are not subject to the
tests of in tary losses and bankruptcy that tend to eliminate inef-
ficient operations in private-sector markets, inefficient government
agencies may remain intact indefinitely. Managers in the public sector
selnom gain from saving the taxpayers' money. l an agency fails to
spew all of one year's appropriation, its Ise for a larger budget or
even the same budget next year may be v. .;eneci. Finally, there is an
element of compulsion in the public vector that does not exist in COIL-
pet itive markets. If the majorityeither directly or through the legis-
lative processdecides to pursue a particular policy, t he minority must
acquiesce and help pay for its costs, even if the minority strongly dis-
agrees. in a democracy. however, the minority can reverse the policy
if it is able to convince enough legislators or if le minority becomes
the majority.

2. THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

All societies rnust establish some framework of law and order to
safeguard their '.:tence. A market economy could not janction with-
out some protection of property rights and enforcement of contracts.
But, once this general point is rrr: -le, there is room for debate about
which laws and rules are necessary or desirable. In a market economy
business firms and resource owners are encouraged to compete vigor-
ously in pursuit of their own self-interests. But what if they do not
compete fairly? What if they agree to fix prices and restrict output?
What if they lie c r cheat? What if they sell spoiled meat or impure and
therefor- dangerous drugs without informing buyers?

Sot_.' argue that the long run the marl,i-t itself punishes such
practices. The liars and cheaters wilt find it difficult to
find customers. As their tactics are found out and is information
gets around, fewer people will do business with them. they will be
punished in the currency of the marketpl.ice--by monetary losses. While
such punishment may eventually take care of those who violate the
principles of fair competition, ini3 -s little to redress the harm done
in the victims of those practices. Few people take comfort in learning
that a particular drug which impaired their -health is losing sales or
that news of illness caused by spoiled meat contributes to the economic
demise of an unscrupulous competitor.

All but the advocates of a completely unrestricted market system
admit that some ground rules are necessary to keep competition within
acceptable limits. Yet, when it comes to a specific issue, the matter
becomes One of intense controversy, Should there be standards for
weights and measures? Laws to forbid child labor? Health and safety
regulations? Farm price supports'? Zoning regulations? Minimum wage
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troc:,.;.'zonolniak
(1" rzTatcji:

Should the government enforce truth in advertise- Cent ifv t
puT-ity ,f food and drugs?

Beyond establishing and enforcing certain of the game i:

anomie life, government activities in the U.S. economy today can be
classified into several categories: preserving and fostering competition
ant itrust laws), regulating natural ionopolies, providing information

and services to enable the market to work better, regulating external-
ities. providing certain public goods. offering some measure of eco-
nomic security and income redistribution to individuals, assuring a
sound mono tan' system, and promoting overall e. stability and
growt h. of the`. activities involve some elemeilt °I controversy: all
entail .east soave .:)enditures: and, as meiv:n,ed in the previous
section. all contain potentials for government failures that somewhat
parallel private-market failures.

Goods and services provided by governments (federal. state. and
local) are paid for by taxes or by borrowing from the public. Taxes are
mandatory Payments to governments. Prot -_-'7tIonal .aces take the same
percentage of income from people in all income P-roups. Progressive
taxes take a larger percentage of income from higher-income groups
than from low--c- income ones; the federal income tax in the Unitei
States is an example of a progressive tax. 2egressive taxes take a larger
percentage of income from lower-income groups than from higher-
income ones. Sales taxes and most excise taxes are examples of re-
g: essive taxes, since low-income groups tend to spend a larger per-

r-nage of their income on taxed items than do high-income groups:
:De latter tend to save a !',rger proportion of their incomes.

C-.-:,!ernments in the Circular HOW of Resources, Goods,
and Money Payments

Exhibit 7 presents a more complete diagrammatic overview of the
circular flow of resources, goods. service_3, and money payments in the
United States today than Exhibit 4 presented earlier. Governments
have been added to the circular flow shown in Exhibit 7. This exhibit
indicates that resource owners sell the services of some of their labor
and other resources to governments as well as to business firms, and
that bus:nes-i firms sell some of their finished goods and services to
governments as t11 as to individual resource owners. Exhiby 7 also
shows that governments collect money payments from both(bus:ness
firms and individual resource owners and also make money payments,
including transfer payments (see concept 10, on income distribution),
to both of these groups. 1', 'n Exhibit 7, however, is a s_mplified overview
of how our economy operates. It does not show the saying and bor-
rowing in financt:1 markets by individuals. businesses, and govern-
ments, and it does not show trade with foreign nations.

Macroeconomics is the study of the functioning of the economy as a
whole, and it deals mainly with the total output and income of the
economy, the total level of employment. and movements in the average
level of all prices. The heart of macroeconomics consists of analyzing
t he determinants of aggregate supply (the al productive capacity of
an economic system) and of aggregate demand (the total spending *-v
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EXHii3iT 7

Governments ;r1 the Circular Fiow Resources, Goods, Services, and Money Payments
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economic units on the goods and services produced). In the short run.
the main problem in macro ?conoyal,2:E; is why aggregate demand some-
times exceeds aggregate supply, thereby bringing on inflation, and why
aggregate demand sometimes falls short of aggregate supply, therel,,
bringing on unemployment and deflationor at least less
Over the long run, microeconomics is concerned primarily vc. eo-
nomic growth--increases in the productive capacity of the economy
and in av real income per person.

GROSS NATIONAL PROIDaCT

Gross National Product (GNP) is the most Inc ,ive measure of
the economy's output. GNP is defined as the market value of the total
output of final goods and services produced in one year. If periods
shorter than a year are used to measure output, the results are usually
converted to an annual rate. It is important to recognize that GNP
measures the flow of output and not the stock of wealth. (The stock
of wealth consists of the assets that are capable of producing output
in the economy at any given time.) It is also important to know that
GNP counts only final goods and services produced for the market.
Most nonmarket production, such as the unpaid work of homemakers,
is not counted in GNP. Intermediate sales of goods and services among
different firms are excluded from GNP in order to avoid "double count-
ing." If a tanner grows wheat and sells it to a miller, who grinds it into
flour and sells the flour to a baker, who then bakes the flour into bread
and sells the bread to a consumer, how much has the economy pro-
duced? It has produced one loaf of bread, which is all that Is counted
in Cis:P because the bread is the final product of the foregoing c lain
of economic activity. The wheat and the flour are intermediate prod-
ucts. It would be a mistake to count the wheat and the flour and the
bread in GNP, since the value (price) of the bread already includes the
value (price) of the flour and the value (price) of the wheat as well as
the value of the farmer's and the mi..:'s and the baker's services. When
calculating GNP, the value of all goods and services- purchased from
other producers is subtracted from the sales figures of each producer.
and thus only the value added at each stage of production is counted.
The sum of the values added at each stage of production is equal to
the price at which a unit of the final product is sold to its ultimate
user.

"Nominal.' or "money" GNP measures the output of goods
servi_Nes in terms of the current prices paid to buy the output. "Real"
GNP measures the output of goods and services in constant prices,
that is, in the prices prevailing in a particular year. (See the discussion
of real vs. nominal on p. 49.) Comparing GNP in both constant and
current prices enables us to distinguish between changes in nominal
GNP that are caused by actual changes in output and changes in nom-
inn,' GNP that are simply the result of changes in prices.

Real GNP is the most comprehensive measure of an economy's
output of goods and services in one period compared to a7.ather period.
Economic growth is usually defined as an increase it: real GNP or.
more meaningfully, in order to take account of population growth, as
an increase in real GNP per capita. that is. in the amount o foods and
services produced per person.
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14. AGGREGATE SUPPLY

Aggrega,._: supply is the total amount of goods and services (real
GNP) produced by the economy during some stated period of time. The
upper limit on aggregate supply is set by the productive capacity of the
economy when all its resources are fully employed. While the economy's
full employment productive capacity is substantially fixed at any mo-
ment of time, past experience suggests that it normally grows as time
goes on because of increases in the labor force, improved education
and training of workers, more saving and capital investment, discovery
of new resources, and technological advances.

Since the economy does not always operate at full employment,
estimating its full-employment productive capacity is difficult. Some
individuals have stronger attachments to the labor force than others,
sortie machines can be operated profitably when their products com-
mand certain prices and not at lower ones, and individuals and busi-
nesses can change the number of hours they work in response to
changing incentives. Some economists, therefore, have developed the
concept of an aggregate supply "curve," which relates the total amount
of goods and services produced to other variables in the economy such
as the average price level or the actual or expected real incomes of
suppliers of resources. Not all economists agree with this approach to
aggregate supply, however, and much of the discussion and debate in
macroeconomics at this writing is over the existence, shape, and be-
havior of an aggregate supply curve for the U.S. economy.

As indicated earlier, an increase in productive capacity often re-
quires giving up some current consumption in exchange for future
increases in output and income. This is true for individuals (who can
postpone entering the labor force in order to obtain education, skill,
,nd training that will make them more productive in the future); for
businesses (which can retain part of their after-tax profits to buy new
machinery rather than paying out all of their after-tax profits to their
owners); and for governments (which can raise personal taxes to cut
cons.. Aption and use the money to finance basic research and devel-
opment projects, new highways, public training and retraining pro-
grams for individuals, etc., or can encourage the enhancement of
productivity by granting tax reductions to business firms that buy new
plant and equipment). A persistent question in macroeconomics is how
much of our resources should be devoted to increasing our productive
capacity as opposed to how much should be spent on current con-
sumption.

!I 5. AGGREGATE DERfiAND

aggregate demand is the total amount of spending on goods and
services in the economy during some stated period of time. There arc
two basic approaches to examining aggregate demand. One is to view
aggregate demand as the sum of total consumer spending by individ-
uals and households (C), investment spending by businesses for new
plant and equipment and for adt: t fons to inventory (I), and spending
for goods and services by governm-. at (G). In this approach. aggregate
demand is expressed as C 6. A second approach is to view
aggregate demand as reflecting the stock of money (M) multiplied by
the velocity of circulation (V). The velc.t-,ity of circulation is defined as
the number of times the average dollar (consisting, of deposits
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as well as currency) is spent on final goods and services. Velocity can
be calculated by dividing GNP by the average stock of money during
the time period covered by GNP. In this approach, aggregate demand
is expressed as M x V.

It is important to note that the C 1 C and the NI x Vapproaches
to aggregate demand simply express two different ways of looking at
the same think. :since, by definition, both C I G and M x V are
equal to ag_ -.4gate demand, this identity can be expressed symbolically
as: C I G = M x V. As we explain later, governmentiiscal policy
(concept 19) influences aggregate demand by working on C, I, and G.
the variables on the left-hand side of this identity, and government
monetary policy (concept 18) influences aggregate demand by working
on M and V. the variables on the right-hand side of this identity.

6. EINEMPLOYMENT

Unemployment is defined in U.S. statistics as the number of peo-
ple without jobs who are actively seeking work. The unemployment
rate is the number of people who arc unemployed expressed as a per-
centage of the number of people who are in the labor force. The labor
force consists of people at least 16 years of age who are employed or
actively looking for work. A high unemployment rate usually means
that there are also idle machines and other unused means of production
in the economy. The existence of unemployment does not imply that
the basic problem of scarcity has disappeared. Rather, it implies that
the nation is not using its scarce resources as effectively as possible.
This is reflected in the opportunity cost of unemployed resources, which
is the 1, of all of the goods anil services that these resources could
be producing if they were emp. ;ed. Moreover, unemployed workers
lose the income, respect, and sett-esteem they would enjoy if they were
working. At the same time, the rest of society is confronted with the
problem of what. if anything. to do abort providing support to workers
who are not earning any income of their own.

Not all people who are unemployed have lost their jobs. Some
voluntarily left their previous positions and have not vet found new
ones, others are looking for work for the first time. still others previously
left the labor force and are now returning to it. Likewise, not all people
who have lost a job are counted as unemployed. Job-seekers who be-
come discouraged and quit looking for work, for example. are consi;:-
ered to have left the labor force and therefore are not counted as
unemploytid.

Wide differences exist in the unc---'oyment rates of different g-sups
in the U.S. labor force. The unemp. ient rate for teenagers 16-19.
for example. is usually about three ti...es as high as that fcr We labor
force as a whole. An increase in We percent of the labs ,orce that is
under 20 years of age, therefore. might be expected result in an
increase in the overall unemployment rate, and vice

Since the absolute size and composition of th labor force can
change in response to different economic and social . 'editions, many
economists have begun to emphasize We employme' rate as \Yell as
he unemployment rate. The employment rate del as the percent

of the lire population age 16 or that is en ,loved. The U.S.
Buret:. . Labor Statistics, which issues the nation's :_-:-plovment data.
now publishes this measurt. as well as the more fan .:i pnemployment
ate described above.

Because people can become unemployed for different reasons.
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economists sometimes distinguish between frictional unemployment.
structural unemployment, and cyclical unemployment.

Frictional unemployment is the more or less unavoidable un-
employment that occurs in a market economy as people change jobs,
new entrants into the labor force seek their first jcb. and people are
temporarily laid off from seasonal jobs.

Structural unemployment refers to people who are unemployed
because their present ability, skills, training, and location do not "match
up" with available job openings that reflect We basic structure of the
economy. Changes in consumer preferences, changes in technology,
the expansion of new industries and the decline of old ones, and shifts
in the economic roles of different geographic regions, all influence the
economy's structure and. hence. the types and locations of available
jobs. If new jobs require different skills and training than old ones.
and if they are located in different parts of the countii. structural
unemployment may result.

Cyclical unemployment is unemployment associated with changes
in the overall rate of economic activity. As the economy contracts, the
total demand for goods and services falls, Lnd this causes unemploy-
ment to rise. Contrariwise. during economic expansions, the total de-
mand for goods and services rises, and this causes unemployment to
fall.

Cyclical unemployment explains major fluctuations in the econ-
omy's overall unemployment rate. but the changing size and compo-
sition of the labor force and the existence of frictional unemployment
and structural unemployment have mad it difficult to get agreement
on a specific numerical target for -full employment" in the U.S. econ-
omy. While a lower unemployment rate may seem desirable, some econ-
omists have rec:_tritly focused on what is called the "natural rate" of
unemployment to serve as a policy target. This is the level of unem-
ployment consisteni_ with a sable rate of inflation, and it occurs when
the actual rate of inflation is equal fri, the expected rate of inflation.
tinder these conditions. increasing aggregate demand to reduce un-
en fployment 'oefovff the natural rate may lead instead to more inflation.

During the late 1970s and early 1980s the U.S. economy was
plagued with both high unemployment and rapid inflation at the same
time. This caused many economists to e-evalualcs traditional economic
policies that have been used to deal with such problems.

lie INFLATION AND DEFLATION

Inflation Is a sustained increase in the average price level of the
entire economy: deflation is a sustained decrease in the average price
level of the entire economy. Prices in some markets (e.g... pocket cal-
culators) can fall even in times of inflation, and prices in s.,ine markets
(e.g., medical care) can rise even in times of deflation. 13ut it is not the
change in individual prices that determines the e-,ftchl to which an
economy is experiencing inflation or deflation: if is the upward or
downward movement in the average prices of all goods and services
combined that determines the extent of inflation or deflation.

As the price level rises during an inflation, a dollar buys fewer
goods and services than before. Hence. inflation reduces the dollar's
real nurchashiff power. As the price level falls during deflation. a dollar
buys ,r-e goods and services than before. Hence. de:lation increases
the doilars real purchasing power. Because money is iised as a unit
of account and as a medium of exchange in ianst con -ies, changes
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itt the purchasing power of money generally have several adverse con-
Sinc: inflation has been a more rious problem than de-

flation it: recent years, some of the adverse (unsequences of inflation
deserve mention.

Inflation can produce misleading information in business ac-
counting. Since business is conducted in money terms. figures using
changing prices can give deceptive signals. If goods and materials that
firms bought at lower prices must be replaced at higher prices, profit
figures are often overstated if the profits are calculated on the basis of
the lower prices. Such a calculation implicitly assumes that goods and
materials can continue to be purchasrd (replaced) at lower prices when,
in fact, they cannot. Depreciation charges based on the original cost
of equipment may not provide sufficient funds replace this eduip-
ment after it wears out if inflation has caused equipment prices to rise.
Firms that do not, or cannot, increase their depreciation charges will
find it difficult to maintain, let alone expand. their investment in capt t
goods.

Inflation hurts people living on fixed money incomes and people
who have saved fixed amounts of money for specific purposes such as
financing their childrens' college education or their own retirement.
Inflation hurts people who have loaned out money at a rate of interest
that did not include an allowance for an increase in the average price
level. Lenders in that situation are without protection against a decline
in the purchasing power of the loan when it is repaid. People who
borrowed money under the conditions just mentioned benefit, since
the borrowers will repay their loans in dollars that have less purchasing
power than the dollars originally loaned out. In general, if long-term
contracts are negotiated in fixed dollar terms, buyers tend to gain and
sellers tend to lose during periods of unanticipated inflation.

In large part, as suggested above, the adverse effects of inflation
depend on the extent to which inflation is correctl.: anticipated and
the extent to which it is unanticipated. If inflation is correctly antic-
ipated, contracts can be negotiated to include "inflation premiums."
Such premiums are designed to protect lenders and other recipients
of future money payments from declines in the purchasing power of
the money to be repaid to them. Lenders, for example. will insist on
higher interest rates if they anticipate inflation, and the greater the
inflation they anticipate the higher the rate of interest they will ask.
Borrowers who agree to the lender's terms presuLiably share similar
anticipations of inflation. However. it is often difficult to correctly an-
ticipate a future rate of inflation. and if a mistake is made, there can
be an unintended gain to either the lender or the borrower, depending
on the direction of the mistake.

In addition to increasing the possibility of misleading accounting
statements in business reports and of capricious windfall gains or
losses of real income, inflation also encourages -shortsightedness."
Under inflationary conditions, predicting future costs and profits of a
major investment that will take a long time to pay off. such as an
electronics plant or an oil refinery. becomes an even riskier process
than otherwise. In general. the increased risks and the higher interest
rates that accompat ty inflation tend to discourage long-range planning

well as investment in long-term projects. These effects, in turn.
hander the expansion of the economy's total productive capacity.

Inflation can occur for several reasons, and economists comet imes=
listinguish between demand-p.11 inflation and cost-push inflation.
'copies' expectations, and the way their expectations are formed, also

may influence the occurrence and rate of inflation in the economy.
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Demand-pull inflation occurs when aggregate demand in the
economy increases faster than tha economy's productive capacity at

full employment. If aggregate demand exceeds aggregate supply, the

average prices of goods and services are pulled up by the "excess" de-
mand. Demand-pui inflation is generally associated with rapid in-
creases in a nation's money supply, and is often described as "too much

money chasing too few goods."
Cost-push inflation occurs when higher prices for the factors of

production increase costs. Most sellers try to push these higher costs
on into higher prices even if there is no change in aggregate demand

in the economy. Supply shocks, such as widespread and severe crop
failures or the sharp increases in the price of oil instituted by a cartel
that wcrc experienced in the 1970s, can he sources of cost-push infla-

tion If these shocks lead to reduced supply and higher prices through-

out the economy.
Price expectations and changes in them can also influence the

rate of inflation, If consumers, investors, and businesses begin to an-
ticipate more inflation than currently exists, that expectation can make

the anticipated increase in inflation a self-fulfilling prophecy. If con-
sumers think that prices are going to increase, for example, they may

rush out to buy before the prices go up. his increases demand and
speeds an inflationary spiral of prices. C. if businesses, workers, and
lenders raise prices, wages, and interest rates to match the anticipated
inflation, other sellers will in turn try to protect themselves by raising
their prices. Inflationary expectations can play a key role in generating

and maintaining inflation.
We still have much to learn about the process of inflation, as well

as about its relation to other macroeconomic problems such as eco-
nomic growth and unemployment. When conflicts occur, dilemmas in
economic policy arise. Should policy, for example, be aimed primarily
at achieving long-run price stability or high employment? Primary fo-

cus on avoiding inflation may mean higher employment. ?rimary focus

on reducing unemployment may generate increasing inflation. Such
dilemmas are especially hard to deal with because of their political
implications: high and rising rates of unemployment or inflation, or
both, are likely to adversely affect the party in power.

113. MONETARY POLICY

Monetary policy seeks to affect toe amou:11 of money avitilabit

the economy and its cost (interest rates). Moie(aly polio he re-
sponsibility of the Federal Reserve System, a quay inclesperide..: f.mcy

of the federal government.
As we have indicated, exactly how "money" should be define-,,

the U.S. economy of today is uncertain. 11-x7:x:est definit
money (known as M-1) is the sum of currency icaso!. depe

in banks and other financial institutions, ,Lid travelers' checks.
rency is printed or coined by the federal government, but the bulk
the nation's money supply, checkable deposits, is createn by the lend
activities of banks and certain other financial institutions (see
paragraph). In addition to checkable deposits, however, other financial
assets. such as money market mutual funds and savings accounts, are
easily convertible into cash or checking accounts. Figures for broader
definitions of money (known as M-2, M-3. etc.), therefore. are published
in addition to those for M-1.

The financial system increases the money supply by making ins
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to individuals, businesses, and governments. These loans appear as
new, additional checkable deposits in the borrowers' checking accounts
and thus increase the spending poweror aggregate demandof the
nation's economic units. All institutions that take checkable deposits
are required to keep reservesin the form of vault cash or deposits at
a Federal Reserve Bankbehind a stipulated portion of the checkable
deposits they hold. Control over the size of these reserves is the principal
but not the only means by which the Federal Reserve carries out the
nation's monetary policy. If the Federal Reserve provides financial in-
stitutions with more reserves, their ability to lend to the public is
increased, thus making possible growth in the money supply and in
aggregate demand. Conversely, if the Federal Reserve holds down the
amount of reserves or lowers its additions to them, the size of the
money supply and of aggregate demand are restrained.

Monetary policy today is a subject of considerable controversy.
Economists are divided on what Federal Reserve policy ought to be and
how it should be executed. Conventional wisdom once said that the
Fed should "lean against the wind"that is, increase the money supply
when aggregate demand falls and the economy needs stimulation, and
hold the money supply down when aggregate demand rises and inda-
tion threatens. Such a policy, it was felt, would enable the Federal
Reserve to keep aggregate demand at a level that would promote price
stability and encourage a more stable and desirable level of economic
growth. More recently, however, economists who believe in the tImory
of "rational expectations," and another group of economists known as
"monetarists," have argued that it is not possible for the Fedei-.
to be: effective by following a "lean against the wind" policy.... 1 lc ration' '

expete ajonists argue that whenever consumers, invr and busi-
nesses correctly anticipate sh s in economic pone:, will act in
ways that will offset the effects of such shifts. Monetaii_,s believe that
the Federal Reserve should take a long-run view and steadily increase
the money supply at approximately the same rate as the growth of the
nation's productive capacity. They believe the Federal Reserve should
riot attempt to make frequent short-term changes in the money supply
in response to changing economic conditions. The monetarists feel
that in monetary policy create more economic instability than
would a NNed policy of steady monetary expansion. These differences
of opinion, plus current problems with defining and controlling the
molicv supply, been making the task of conducting effective mon-
etary Tliam,,.2,em;!nt difficult one,

Fiscfi! 2olicy consists of changes in taxes, in government ex-
penditures on goods and services, and in transfer payments that are
designed to affect the level of aggregate demand in the economy. Fiscal
policy can also be used rovide incentives for increasing aggregate
supply, such as when special tax concessions are provide:: to firms
t lat invest in new plant and equipir nt, or when low-cost student
loans are o('21-ed hi order to encoura:e people to pursue a college ed-
ucation. Alt lough the president makes proposals rc-gat-cljug fiscal policy
in his annual budget messages, the Congress of the i!i'lited States is
largely responsible for ultimate decisions on fiscal

When the government increases spending On gi.);).-i--; and service.
or on transfer payments but does not increase tax recti;nts correspond-
inglyand if no other signi,:c,int eliangc-s occur--to!,!1 i!..i,gregate de-
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Economic
Concepts

mand will rise and the economy will experience more employment of
its resources or more inflation or both. Conversely, when government
reduces expenditures without reducing tax receipts, aggregate demand
will decline and the economy will experience less employment of its
resources or less inflation or both. Similar effects can be obtained by
reducing or increasing tax receipts while holding government expend-
itures constant. A reduction in tax receipts will raise people's disposable
income and thus increase aggregate demand in the economy. An in-
crease in tax receipts will reduce people's disposable income and thus
lower aggregate demand. But those who emphasize rational expecta-
tions (mentioned in the previous section) argue that to the extent that
people recognize what these policies are intended to accomplish, fiscal
policy can n work effectively in the mariner just described. The mon-
etarists (als, Lnentioned in the previous section) argue that fiscal policy
will not be effective unless it is accompanied by appropriate changes
in the money supply.

Apart from the theoretical differences among some economists,
the actual task of altering government expenditures and tax receipts
to promote overall economic stability and growth has proven difficult
to carry out in practice. It usually takes a long time to get legislation
through Congress and signed by the president. and changes in taxes
and spending often become entangled with questions of income dis-
tribution and political expediency as well as with questions of macro-
economic stability and growth. The large federal deficits of recent years
also make it increasingly difficult to coordinate monetary and fiscal
policy for the purpose of stabilizing the economy. Thus. as with mon-
etary policy, we still have much to learn about fiscal policy and how it
can be best used to achieve macroeconomic objectives.

International economics is the study of economic relationships among
nations. including international trade and investment and interna-
tional monetary relations. In general, economists use the same tools
of analysis to understand the xvorld economy as they do to understand
a national econonit-. These inJude opportunity cost, specialization and
exchange. markets and prices. supply and demand, and competition
.0 market structure. The principles underlying trade between coun-
tries are the same as those underlying trade between regions within a
country. Capital and labor move between countries for the same reasons
they move from one part of a country to another. Inflation and un-
employment may spread around the world just as they do around one
countryand for similar reasons. Special problems. which do not exist
within a country. arise in international economic relationships, how-
ever. because the world is divided into more than 160 political units.
Most of these political units place restrictions on international trade
that they do not place on dome is trade. Since almost every country
has its own monetary system, there must be a "linkage mechanism"
permitting people and businesses in one country to change their money
into the currencies of other countries with which they wish to carry
out economic transactions. This "linkage mechanism" is the network
of foreign exchange markets, in which different currencies are bought
and sold at a -pricey called the foreign exchange rate.
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20. ABSOLUTE AND COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE
AND BARRIERS TO TRADE

Economists use the concepts of absolute advantar Ind com-
parative P.dvai,tage to explain why trade takes place between coun:ries
(and between different regions in the same country). These concerto s
are based on the differences between the opportunity cost pre using
goods and services in different areas.

Productive resources distributed unevenly around the world
just as they are within a cu..ntry. These clfTerences in resource dis-
tribution give rise to differences in opportunity costs which ntake it
desirable to specialize and exchange. For example. Wyoming has ,,pen
spaces suited to cattle-raising but has few people whereas Rhode Island
has little space but many skilled workers, a situation that makes it
worthwhile to develop industry. Thus. Wyoming has an absolute ad-
vantage over Rhode Island in cattle-raising while Rhode Island has an
absolute advantage over Wyoming in industry.

If necessary, Rhode Island probably could raise cattle and Wyoming
could develop industry. But the opportunity cost of raising cattle in
Rhode Island would be the loss of a large amount of industrial output,
and the opportunity cost of Wyoming s using its existing resources to
develop industry would be the loss of a large amount of cattle produc-
tion. Each state would be worse off than if each specialized and traded
with the other.

The concept of absolute advantage explains why trade takes place
between countries with very different economies, such as raw material
producers like Malaysia. which produces rubber, and industrialized
nations like Japan, which produces machinery. But the greatest vol-
ume of international trade today is actually between countries with
rather similar economiesthat is. between the industrialized nations
of North America, Western Europe, and Japan. To explain the basis of
this trade we must use the more sophisticated concept of comparative
aclvantag,'. This can best be understood by considering it first in the
contr.; ,f individual specialization.

Sharon Smith is a top-flight advertising executive. It happens that
she can also type fIL;ter than any of the secretaries in her offices. Yet.
even though she is superior in both skills, it would still pay Ms. Smith
to concentrate on her advertising work and let a secretary type her
letters. An hour spent typing is an hour not spent on advertising work.
and the opportunity cost of this for Ms. Smith would be very high. So
she will concentrate on the skill in which her comparative advantage
is the greatest and let the secretary specialize in the work in which her
disadvantage is the least. In this way the total output of advertising
work and typing will be greater than if each person tried to do both
jobs.

Applying comparative advantage to countries. it will pay the United
States, for example. to specialize in producing jet aircraft and ieave the
manufacture of lace to Belgium, even if the United States can make
both products more cheaply than Belgium. The United States has a
greater margin of efficiency over r3clgium in jet aircraft than in lace,
so the opportunity cost of diverting productive resources away from
aircraft and into lace would be very high.

Among nations as among individuals and regions, the concept of
comparative advantage relates to the opportunity cost involved in pro-
ducing more of one good or service and less of another. If each nation
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specializes in the production and expil. those goods and services
in which it has either an absolute Or comparative advantage and im-
ports from other nations those goods and services in whicli its advan-
tage is either nonexistent or less, several important consequences follow.

World production, world economic growth, and efficiency in the use of
limited resources will all be maximized. As a result, consumers every-
where will have access to a greater amount of goods and services at
lower prices.

In f)rinciple, internatiou traded goods and services should be
sold in competitive markets ; arises determined by supply and de-
mand. Just as they do in a don .,tic economy, prices in international
markets "tell" producers what it . profitable to produce and "tell" eon-
:-anners on it is :-.dva ntageou:- to spend the money. The changing
[mu( of prices in international trade shoHd thus determine what
will nu produced, how it will he produced. and to whom it will be
distributed as these prices interact with the mechanisms that perform
these same functions within different countries.

In fact, however, international markets at ;et by more com-
plexities than domestic markets. One reason is that most governments
erect artificial barriers to the free flow of goods and services and pro-
ductive resources. These barriers to trade include tariffs or special
taxes on irnocrted goods, quotas, import licenses, export subsidies,
state tradin_ th:: formation of cartels. controls on the freedom to ex-
change currencies, and restrictions on immigration. Such obstacles
distort the pattern of prices, production, consumption, ard the dis-
tribution of income in international market`. If the United States re-
stricts the importation of Japanese cars and Philippine sugar, for

ample, the production of American automobiles and sugar will he
encouraged. American workers and sugar growers will have more jobs
and higher incomes, but American consumers will pay higher prices
for cars and sugar, and American exporters of aircraft and cotton, for
example, may suffer reduced sales to Japan and the Philippines. Pat-
terns of production in all three countries may Inge in an undesirable
way, with productive resources moving fee .aore efficient into less
efficient uses.

Monopoly also sometimes affects international market:;. The gov-
ernment of the Soviet Union. for example, has a monopoly in its foreign
trade. Consequentl:. fc-..eign private businesses that engage in trade
with the Soviet Union find themselves dealing with one seller (a mo-
nopoly) or one buyer (a monopsony). Sometimes international prices
are rigged by international agreement among governments, as is done
with tin through the International Tin Agreement and with oil through
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC).

21. IXCHANGE RATES: °ND THE. 1,E

PAYMENTS

An excha:7'c rate is the price of one nation's currency in ternii
of another nation's currency. (The British pound may be worth 81.50
in U.S. dollars, while the German mark may be worth 80.40, etc.).
When exchange rates change, both the level of domestic economic ac-
tiv'ty and the international it w of goods. services. and productive
rt sources are affected.

Some forelgn exchange markets are completely free. whicli means
that exchange rates arc determined by the play of supply and demand
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emanating from many buyers and sellers. in other foreign exchange
markets, governments intervene to influence exchange rafts. A gov-
ernment may actually fix the rates for its own currency by requiring

those who earn fol !ign currencies to surrender them to a govern-
ment authority at a :u.ternment-cleterinitied exchange rate. The gov-
ernment then rations or sells the en rcenetes taken in at fixed prices to
Hulse who wish to make payments itoroi:(1. Other governments may
"peg" their exchange rates by bt;:..itn; or selling their own currencies in
foreign exchange markets in sufficient quantities to maintain a given
set of rates

From 1946 to 1973, under the Bretton Woods agreement, which
was :.igned bt, most of the world's countries, governments did intervene
continuously in foreign exchange markets in order to maintain a world-
wide system of fixed exchange rates. Since 973, rates have been more
or less flexible. Governments have been into,-.'ening in foreign exchange
markets periodically or sporadically rather than continuously. Because
rates neither neat freely in responsc to supply and demand at all times
nor are fixed, this practice has been called a "managed float."

An alteration in exchange rates can have a significant effect on
the flow of world trade as well as on the domes: is economy of a cot' ,t rv.
If, for example, the U.S. dollar strengthens in terms of the German
mark (DM). with the exchange rate moving from say $1.00 equals DM
2.00 (DM 1.00 (-nu. ik $0.50) to $1.00 equals 2.50 (DM 1.00 equals
$0.40), German goods will become cheaper for Americans. They can
now obtain DM '2.50 for $1.00 instead of DM 2.00. This will cause
German imports into the United States to increase. Meanwhile, U.S.
exports to Germany will fall because the change in exchange rates has
made the U.S. dollar more expensive in terms of German marks, caus-
ing imports from the United States to becthne more expensive to Ger-
mans. These changes in exports and imports will stimulate employment
in Germany and may reduce employment in the United States. But I he
greater supply of German goods will help hold down inflationary pres-
sures in the United States. (If the U.S. dollar weakens in terms of the
German mark. the effects in each country will be reversed.)

The 'balance of payments (B/P) of a country is a statistical
counting wl..ich records, for a given period, all ihe payments ilia: the
residents. businesses, and government of one country make to the rest
of the world as well as all the receipts which they receive from the rest
of the world. Just as the GNP accounts provide information on the
functioning of a national economy, so the 13/13 helps a nation to un-
derstand the state of its economic relationships with the rest of the
vvorld. It also helps nations to make appropriate decisions about their
policies concerning world trade and finance.

The transactions recorded in the 1311 are commonly separated into
two portions: the current account and tilt:. capital account. The current
account includes exports anc: imports of merchandise. receipts and
payments relating to services such as tourism, shipping. banking. and
insurance, income received from investments abroad, investment in-
come transferred abroad to foreigners, payments and receipts in the
form of royalties, government foreign aid given or received. military
spending abroad and receipts from such spending, and international
transfers of pension paymelns as well as charitable contributions. The
cap. '1 account consists of iii-n.tments of long-term capital ben.:en
countries. such as business investments and purchases of zttocks. and
bonds, as well as of short-term capital !novel-mai ts--whieh often consist
mainly of banking transactions.
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The terms "deficit" or "surplus" commonly used in reference_ to a
country's B/P usually designate the relationship between current ac-
count receipts and payments. If receipts are less than expenditures.
the country is running a deficit on current account. If receipts are
grean2r than expenditures. the country is running a surplus. Deficits
or surpluses in the current account may be offset in the capital account.
A surplus or deficit on the entire B/P is recorded as. and results in, a
gain or loss in official government reserves chiefly gold arid holdings
of foreign exchange.

A study of the B/P reveals much information on the state of the
demand for and supply of currencies in foreign exchange markets which.
in turn, as we have seen, determine exchange rates. U.S. imports.
investments abroad. foreign travel. and military spending for troops
stationed in foreign countries. for example. all add to the supply of
dollars in foreign exchange markets. These dollars constitute part of
the demand for other currencies. say. Japanese yen. When foreigners
buy our exports. visit this country, or invest in the United States. or
when foreign businesses, banks, or governments repay loans to Amer-
icans. then foreign currencies are being supplied and dollars are being
demanded in foreign exchange markets. In a free market, the dollar's
rate of exchange for foreign currencies depends on the relationship of
both sets of demands and supplies just described. In this regard it is
important to emphasize that it is the B/P as a whole, and not any one
item taken separately, that is importan:. The state of the balance of
trade (exports-imports) alone. for example, does not determine a coun-
try's supply of and demand for foreign exchange. That is determined
by all payments and ail receipts taken together.

12,. INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF GROWTH AND
STABMITY

The international economic concepts of comparative advantage,
barriers to trade, exchange rates. and balance of payments are more
important today than in the past because all nations are now so much
more interdependent. The international transfer of investment capital
and technology from rich, developed to poor. less developed countries
(1.1)Cs) where capital and me rn technology are scarce is vital to both

LDCs and the entire worlu _.onomy. International investment takes
,lace through both private and public channels. Private investments

are made by businesses. particularly large multinational corporations,
as well as by private purchases of foreign stocks and bonds. Public
transfers of capital are made by governments through foreign aid pro-
grams and by official lending by international organizations. of which
the World Ban lc is the largest.

In some cases the flow of labor a,.ross internattonai borders can
also promote economic growth. This was true during the years of un-
limited immigration into the United States in the nineteenth century.
More recent examples are Australia after World War II and the [low of
Italian and Turkish workers into West G ezmany in the 1960s. The large
volume of Mexican immigration into the United States. both legal and
illegal, in recent years reflects the working of the market mechanism.
Labor is flowing from an area where wages are relatively low and job
opportunities relatively limited to an area where wages are relatively
high and job opportunities relatively plentiful.

Like economic growth, both inflation and unemploymentso im-
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portant in Western industrial tat ionsare 110 longer purely domestic
phenomena. They can be and aretransmitted from on. ,-ountry to
another through flows of trade anci money. If the United dates and
other Western industrialized nations go into recession, as hi.- did in
1974-75 and t 98 1 52 , for example, the incomes of their tit :Lens and
the output of Weir industries drop. Their imports decline. This decline
hits many k'ss developed countries hard, for they depend heavily on
sales of their primary products (copper, bauxite, sugar. wool, and the
like) to the industrial:Led countries. Falling sales and prices bring the
recession to the LDCs. Their foreign exchange earnings fall; they are
unable to pay for needed imports: and they may become unable to repay
their debtsOr even thr interest on them. Thus, worldwide iecession
tends to become a cumulative process. Conversely, if the economies of
industrial coun tI ics are all booming, the demand for pri''iary products
increases in wirli markets, and the product pries rise. Such booms
also tend to cumulate.

In theory, he major industrial powers acting in concert could use
monetary and fiscsl policies to maintain high-level output and em-
ployment without inflation. That would help achieve world economic
stability at high levels of output. In practice, countries usually follow
somewhat different and sometimes incompatible monetary and fis-
cal policies that frequently result in different sates of growth and in-
flation (or deflation) and thereby produce fluctuations in foreign
exchange rates.

In sum, the complex world economy can be understood by using
much the same concepts of economic analysis as for a domestic econ-
omy. The special problems of the world economy arise because the
world is divided into numerous countries. Each has sovereign powers
over the flow of goods, scrvices, capital, and people across its borders
and each has its own monetary and fiscal policies which influence
exchantte rates and the balances of payments among nations.

Rideasturemin
CorfilLepts s d

etleth Economists and other analysts use a number of measurement concepts
and methods to explain economic developments and assess economic
performance. Many of these are included in the mathematics curric-
ulum, though in some cases they are described there using somewhat
different terminology. The same concepts and methods can be taught
with an emphasis on their applicability and usefulness in understand-
ing _co- nits rather than by foilowing the more traditional approach
of drawing examples almost exclusively from the physical sciences and
enginee

TABLES

Tables are used to present number; in a concise fashion and to
reveal particular r.,lationships among sets of numerical data. Tables 1
and 2 illustrate two common forms of presentation. The title of each
table provides a general indication of its subject and/or purpose. The
source note below the table states where the data come from: let tered
footnotes present qualifications or more detailed explanations is as needed.

Table 1 is a time series. Tables of this kind show data by time
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,.,o n`, of persons)

Total secto:- c, r

64 5

vURCE 1/c.,rqhly Lar,or De.0
63

ann !Dna! cy.,vnfrl'r,
C.err

periodday, month, quart( r, yearfor a number of periods. The in-
formation in the first column gives the tic period: in this case, the
period is yearly, beginning with 1976. The labels at the tops of the next
three columns describe '.:hat sort of data are given for each time period:
in this example, total employment, private-sector employment, and
public-sector employment in the United Stat,!s. The numerical da'a
themselves are then uuesented in the rows and columns of the table.

Table 2 shows a cross section of some of the data in Table 1, i.e.,
a snapshot of the information in one particular time period. As before,
the labels in the first column and at the ,ops of the second an,1 third

describe the data provided. Exhibit 6 on page 27 provides
other examples of cross- section tables. The two tables in that exhibit
present data on income distribution in the United States in 1982.

'Fables can also be used to show relationships between economic
variables. Exhibit 5 on page 24, for example, presents supply and de-
mand data in The form of a table or "schedule."

arid Public, Erripo,,,,,:7,-,er,t in
States, 1,279

Millions of Percentage
Persons Employed Persons En-iplo;

Total 89 8 100 O'r,
Private sector- 73 9 82 '3
Public; ,:,c-2.0'.r., 15 9 17 7

JRCE Whinttlf,: Lai)or Reivrew, Deocrribtar 1982 p 63
ilr fectraral, state, and local govUrniment employment

CHARTS,- ANDG RA 17. s

::'zfar= are used to present relationships among quantitative data
in pictorial form. Charts 1, 2. and 3 illustrate some common types.
Chart 1 pictures the data that appear in Table 1. This is a chart,
in this case showing time along the horizontal axis and employment
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along the verT al axis. The title and footnotes serve the same purposes
as their coun,-...rparts in Table 1. Line charts are often called
Chart 2 depicts the same data as Chart 1, but in the form of a bar
chart: differently marked or differently colored bars replace the simple
lines used in Chart 1. Chart 3 pictures the data in Table 2 in the form
of a pie chart. It answers the question: What percentage of total em-
ployment in 1979 is rep:- ented by employment in each sector?

There are other -ays of picturing economic relationships apart
from those illustrated: :lere. xhibits 4 and 7 on pages 23 32, for
example, show flow charts to illustrate the interrelationsh(:;-, of market
exchanges in the U.S. ec..-)nomv.

:72/:::70c Aiqr! PELICENIAGES

Ratios express the relationship of one numerical value to another.
The data in Table 2, for example, indicate that the ratio of private
employment to total employment in 1979 was 73.9/89.8. A ratio can
also be expressed as a decimal fraction, i.e.. 73.9/89.8 = .823. Mul-
tiplying a decimal fraction by 100 restates it as a percentage. i.e., .823

100 = 82.3%. The latter tells us that 82.3 percent of total employ-
ment in 1979 was in the private sector.

Percentages (often represented by the symbol %), therefore, are
a simple way of expressing ratios or proportions between numbers in
terms of hundredth parts. What proportion of $100 is $50? It is 50/
100 = 0.5, or 0.5 x 100 = 50%.

'2.CENTAGE. CHANGES

Percentage changes are used to measure the relative change in
economic variables from one time period to another. Thus, the per-
centage change in teachers' average salaries during the period 1970
to 1980, displayed in Table 3, is 158 percent. This number is calculated
by dividing the change in average salary during the period ($16,000

$6,200, or 59,800) by the average salary in 1970: 0.800/6.200 =
1.58: multiplying by 100 yields 158 percent.

Percentages can be useful aids in making comparisons. At the
same time, however, one must pay careful attention to the base num-
brs----the denominatorsused in calculating percentage changes. Equal
percentage changes do not imply equal changes in the underlying ab-
solute numbers, unless all the comparisons use the same base number.
For example, a 10 percent increase from 100 is a change of 10 (from
10r) to 110), but a 10 percent increase 1:oin 1.000 is a change of 100
((rom 1,000 to 1.100). Likewise, equal changes in absolute numbers

Average Salaries of Teachers,
Grades K-12, 1970-80

Dollar Po. centage Index
Amount" Mange (1970 = 100)

1970 5: 6,200 100

1975 11,700 89 189

1980 16,000 158 258

'From Scat. r. Abstr,-ict of Unitt:d Suttee (103rd edition),

it) 152
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do not signify equal percentage changes unless, as noted be ore, all the
comparisons use the same base number. For example, an increase of
10 from 10 to 20 is a 100 percent increase, Out an increase of 10 from
20 to 30 is a 50 percent increase. These cautious about Inakint4 C0111-
nilri"SOFIS the 111CretiSCS also) apple
when the percentage changes consist of decre0.-4 s. Th...re is no limit
to hov.. large a percentage increase can be. Inn a percei.tage decrease
caT: -AT be larger than 100 percent.

ESE X, NUMBERS

number` :leasure changes in econonii( :ariables using a
fixed base value for cC :barisons. The base value L.::_1 be single
yrtir, or it can be an average of several ye.irS. With rare excepL :fins, the
base index number is set at a value of 100, and all other numb,..Ts are
expressed as a percentage of the base perioci value. We can construct
an index of the teachers' salaries shown in Table 3, tor example, by
setting the 1970 value equal to 100 and expressing the 1975 and 1980
values as percentages of the 1970 value. As shown in Table 3, the index
of teachers' salaries in 1975 is 189 and in 1980 it is 258, when 1970
is given the base year value of 100.

Calculating percentage chat igesfrom the base near is easier using
index numbers than using the standard percentage change formula
ekplained earlier. The percentage change in average teachers' salaries
from 1970 to 1980, which we calculated earlier as 158 percent,
example, can be read d:rectly from Table 3 by subtracting the 1970
index number of 100 from the 1980 index number of 258. To calculate
percentage changes from years other thin' the base year. however, use
the procedure explained in the first paragraph under 'percentage
changes- above.

iH-AL VS. NOMINAL VALL.:25

Monetary variables in economics can be expressed in -nominal-
x.alues or in "real- values, Nominal monetary values are measured in
current prices, that is. in the prices prevailing in the period represented
be the variable. Real monetary values are measured in constant prices,
(hat is, in prices of a givenor baseyear. When the level of any set
of prices changes, the difference between nominal values and real values
for the difference between curreni prices ;m(i constant prices) can be
substantial.

Real (or constant) monetary values are obtained by adjusting or
"deflating" nominal monetary values with an appropriate index of prices.
(See "Fable 4. which shows the average teachers' salaries presented
earlier along with figures for the Consumer 1' ne Index.) The Consumer
Price Index (CP1) measures the change f1 , some base year in the
average level of prices for a fixed collection I goods and services bought
by urban families and individuals. For ease of comparison, we use 1970
as the base year for the CPI data shown in Table 4.

1 he real value of teachers' salaries fin constant 1970 prices) is
obtained by dividing the nominal salary values by the C011S11111C1 Price
Index and multiplying the result by 100 to get the decimal in the right
place, that is, to convert the figure back to a dollar amount. For 1970
the calculation is 86,200/100 62.00: 62.00 x 100 86,200. For
1975 the calculation is 811.700/139 - 84.17: 84.17 x 100 - 88.417.
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Nominal arid Real AvPrage SaYarie.s Teache:s.
P,trE:Heq -1970-80

Real Salaries
Consumer (in dollars of

: c--',.;laries Price constant 1970
irrent collars 7O 100) :-:hasIng

c hi(i the ul;:tir,n is $16.000.213 75.12: 75.12 100
s7,512.

The resulting figures for the real v .lue of tc_chers salaries inclHate
that the increase between 1970 and 1980 was much less than the
increase shown by the nominal values. The average salary increase in
nominal terms was 158 percent. The average salary increase in real
terms was 21 percent (81.312/$6,200 = 0.21: 0.21 100 = 21 per-
cent). Calculations for the 1975-80 period will show that the average
value of teachers' salaries in real terms actually fell during that period.
These examples illustrate the importance of knowing the difference
between real ano nominal values.

12AGES A 2D DESTRIEVUTIONS AROUND T:HE

"Average" is a general term for a single numi-,-,T that is used to
summarize the meaning of a large amount of numerical data. The two
most common measures of averages used in economics are the median
and the arithmetic mean.

The median is the middle-most value when the individual values
in a set of data are arranged by magnitude from the lowest value to the
highest value. Such an arrangement is called an "array.-lialf the values
in the array are above the median: half are below. The arithmetic mean
(sometimes called the "mean" or sin. 'y the "average") is the sum of all
values in a set of data divided by the ..amber of values included. Table
5 shows an array of the 1983 sales receipts of the top 25 corporations
in Fortune magazine's list of the 500 largest U.S. industrial corpora-
tions. The median sales figure for this array of 25 values is the thir-
teenth, the $19,678 million shown for Shell Oil. The arithmetic mean
for these 25 sales figures is $28,040 million.

Extreme values in a set of data have a stronger influence on the
arithmetic mean than on the median. That is why there is a big dif-
ference between the mean and the median values in the data just cited.
Therefore, careful interpretation of any average value usually requires
sonic knowledge of the distribution of values around the average.
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As we indicated in the introduction to this Framework. it key element
in economic understanding is the ability to make effective decisions
about economic issues. Economic decisions, however, are not made in
at vacuum. Rather. they are trade in the light of a set of goals, which
often differ from one society to another as well as among stoups and
individuals within societies. In this chapter we discuss the broad social
goals that seem most important in the United States today. The problem
of trade -offs among goals. and the role of self-interest and personal
values.

The br oad social goals that relate to economics and which are given
considerable importance in American society tociav are economic free-
dom. economic efficiency, economic equity, economic security, eco-
nomic stability (full employment and .He absence of inflation), and
economic growth. hese goals. arH .11e importance attached to each
of them, guide individuals and society in the making of decisions. The
goals provide targets and a sense oldire:tion ire formulating the means
for reaching these targets.

These goals can also be thought of as criteria for evaluating the
performance of the economic system (or parts of the system) and for
examining the usefulness of new as well as existing programs. Some
of the goals. such as freedom -or equity. are difficult to present in
quantitative form. Others, such as full employment or price stability,
can be articulat(Al as numerical targets. Indeed, in 1978 Congress for
the first time established specific numerical goals for unemployment
and inflation. The 1978 legislation, popularly known as the Humphrey-
Hawkins Act, set the target for the unemploynicnt rate at 4 percent,
to be achieved by 1983. The rate of inflation. is measured by the
consumer price index. was to be reduced to 3 perctlit by i9i ',3 and to
zero by 1988.

A comparison of the goals of the Humphrey-I fawkins At with
what has happened as of this writing makes it clear that economic
goals are rarely if ever fully attained; if they are, it is usually for short
periods of time only. Nevertheless, the results point up the conclusion
that only by attempting to set clear, specific goals is it possible to
measure the progress made in attaining them.
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:aEEDO,Wil

Freedom as LW economic goal concerns the freedoms of the mar
keiplacethe freedom of consumers to decide how they to allocate
nett spending among various goods and services. the free .,lom of ..vork-

ers to choose to change jobs. join unions. and go on strike etc freedom
of individuals to establish new businesses and to decide -hat to pro-
duee and when to change the pattern of production, ill,- i'reedom of
sic: :-S to decide how much to save and where io invest t lc savings.
Of particular interest is the effect of actions by individuals. groups, or
governments to ,:i:llance or restrict freedom .11 the mai kett,1:- and
thereby affect th possible attainment of the other goals of Hticiencv,
equity, sccui-ny, stability, and growth. A number of people argue that
government regulation limits the freedom of soil y people to make their

choices. Others argue that government pollcis may free some
people to take greater advantage of the opportunities provided in a
market economy. Given the differences in viewpoint, it is essential to
define the kinds of freedom under discussion and whose behavior is
most likely to he affected.

ECONOMIC EFRCiENCY

E:'!iciency can have two meanings. "I' he term can refer to z.echr3ica:
)A111(11 focuses on using the icast input of resources to obtain

()ri, stated level of output. or obtaining the highest level of outout
ii.;;;Ip-, fixed inputs of specified resources. Since technical efficiency does
not take into account the different costs of various inputs or the dif-
ferent beneWs of various out nuts, considerations of technical efficiency
alone cameo. indicate the most appropriate decision to make. An econ-
omy might be ft,--onically efficient in produchig good A. for example.
but if co-r.surier--, do tot want good A and prefer good 13 instead. then
it would at economically efficient to produce good A.

efficiency is a broader concept than technical effi-
ciency. Economic efficiency goes beyond technical efficiency and takes
into account the costs and benefits associated with various market
preferences and decisions. In order to obtain maximum benefits from
using our limited resources, we should undertake only those economic
actions which result in additional benefits that exceed the additional
costs. 13v this standard, economic actions should not he undertaken
If the additional costs, exceed the additional benefits. The concept of
ect ,flomic efficiency is central in economics. and it should receive heavy
emphasis in both individual and social decision-making.

3. ECONOMIC EQUITY

Equity, which deals with what is "fair- and whit is "unfair" or
what is "right- and what is "wrong." is difficult to define precisely.
Economic equity can be described as the application of our concepts
of what is fair and what is unfairor of what "ought to be" and "ought
not to be---to economic policy. To be sure. people differ in their con-
ception of what represents equity or fairness. However, in evaluating
economic performance. the concept serves as 21 reminder' to investigate
which or what kinds of people are made better or worse off as a result
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of, for example, a change in prices or the introduction of a new gov-
ernment program. Though two actions may appear to be equally effi-
cient fmrn an economic standpoint, one could benefit the old and another
the vot,ag. one might benefit consumers and another droducers, and
so on. Many people would not be indifferent about who benefits from
a policy, because they harbor some general idea of what is equitable.
From he viewpoint of economics, equity ultimately deals with the dis-
tribution of income and wealth, One way of dealing with this question
is simply to talk about the effects Of economic actions on the distri-
bution of income and wealth: Who gains and who loses? 'Die distinction
between equality of opporitirlitp equality Of results is also im-
portant when economic enity is a -:Ir,ssed.

i'r(-r,Pk!GivIrAC

The goal of economic security concerns the desire of people to be
against economic risks over which they may have little or no

control. Such ..risks include accidents on their jobs, unemployment,
destitution in old age, business failures. bank failures, and precipitous
price declines for one's product. Economic security is enhanced by
individual offer::; such as savings and p:T:chase of insurance, as
well as by the growth of the economy, through the mass of people
receive more material well-being. Various government programs such

worker's compensation. unemployment compensation, social se-
curity, aid u families with dependent children, federal insurance of
bank deposits, and farm price supports are also aimed at increasing
conomic security in the United States. Nations also engage in the

quest for economic security by seeking international agreements which
assure them of access to key resources or of adequate prices for their
exports. In the last analysis, it is the possession of real goods and
access to services or assured claims to goods and services that provides
economic security.

s. Fun EMPLOYMENT

Full employment prevails when all of an economy's resources are
titilied to capacity, but most discussion turns on the employment or
unemployment of people. In practice, an unemployment rate for people
that reflects normal frictional unemploymentunemployment that oc-
curs as workers change jobs or enter the labor forceft -; come to be
viewed as full employment. Debate continues as to what unemployment
rateat present suggestions range from 3 to 7 percent of the labor
forceconstitutes full employment. But keeping the goal of full em-
ployment in view helps io remind us of thr costs in lost output to the
economy and in economic hardship to individuals at result from rates
of unemployment that are too high.

6. PRICE STABILE Y

As we have indicated, overall price stability means the absence of
inflation or deflation, not the absence of changes in relative prices in
particular markets. In reality, overall price-level changes are not often
likely to be zero. Not only do our price indexes fail to reflect some
improvements in product quality that in effect lower certain prices,
but more important, price changes reflect the push and pull of market
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forces as changes occur in supple tkihat enlist it uies
price stabillty iS tht':-;1_11):E-(1 '41111101 diSCIISSiOil.

goal re'l'OgIlir.:('S that ]:1.1( ((-t: ;Id-
justments in the l-Jeliavior of ity.livicluals anr1 businc:-,sys ;II order tr
c' with the effects such char. . produ.,

Economic growir, C..cans produ,'ing increasing :iounts of goods,
scryices 't-le lett:4 tf..rni. It the people Of a socict:,. want to raise

their level (I livins . the:- must product' more goods and services. WC
popultit ,c amount produced must be still grc, -t- to
provide for the addit people. This is why changes in real GNi- par
capita (that is, per person) are usually more meaningful than changes
in total GNP as a mete--ttre ot. growth.

Economic growth is import ant goal in virtually all countries,
and it is closely related to several of thy other goals discussed above.
Both individuals and nations tt increase their economic security
and well-being by expanding output. Individuals seek ways to enhance
their earning ability while nations seek to stimulate the growth of per
capita output and income. Economic growth helps provide jobs for a
growing labor force, and economic growth also makes it easier for a
society to devote some of its output to promoting greater economic
equity and greater economic security by assisting the disadvantaged,
the disabled, or other groups that need help. If output does not grow,
one person or one group can obtain more goods and services only if
another person or group receives less. But. to revert to an often-used
metaphor. when a larger economic pie is hiked, everyone can have a
larger slice.

On the supply side, the upper limit to economic growth is deter-
mined by the availability of productive resources, the efficiency with
which these resources are used, and the economic, social. and political
factors that either encourage or discourage an increase in productive
capacity. These latter factors include the size of the market, the value
system of the people, and the degree of political stability or instability.
Once the productive capacity of an economy is established, the actual
rate of growth in a market economy will be determined by the level of
aggregate demand. If an economy is in a recession and aggregate de-
mand is too low fully employ existing resources, there will be little
market incentive to increase productive capacity. Thus, there is a close
relationship between the short-run goal of full employment and the
long-run goal of economic growth. As we have indicated, the existence
of rapid inflation also hinders the long-run expansion of a nation's
total productive capacity.

3. OTHER GOALS

The foregoing broad social goals are not immutable. As economic
conditions change and as social patterns shift, goals arc constantly
being rethought. and sometimes redefined. From time to time otla'r
goals appear and take priority. In the early 1940s, for example. the
United States's main objective was to mobilize the economy to will
World War II. Strengthening our nation's defenses also became an in-
creasing concern in the early 1980s, as did improving the qt lily of
education. In the 1960s, President Kennedy committed the nation to
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putting a ninnan being on the moon, and Preside,:t johitsu.in empha-
sized the need to build a "great society. Including improving the treat-
ment of women and minorities in tht marketplace. in Inc- I970s.
environmental concerns received iner,,-asing attention, and the world's
at tention was focused on en:2rgv supplies. In the late 1980s. the nations
of the world are likely to pay increasing intention to their economic
relations with each other.

Not only do broad social goals change, but the relative importance
attached to these goals also shifts from time to time. When inflation
is rampant. for example, concern about unemployment tends to de-

when equity considerations become uppermost in people's minds,
onciern about economic efficiency lessens: when environnintal con-

increase. the emphasis on economic growth tends to
Moreover. we constantly face the problem of trade-offs among our broad
social goals.

The pursuit of any goal requires calculating the of hieving it
versus the value of the expected benefits. In this way economic analysis
enables us to make clear-minded decisions about goals that reflect our
individual as well as our national values and objectives. Since many of
our broau social goals conflict, difficult trade-offs frequently have to be

,:ide in making specific policy decisions. Some examples: farm price
supports. which promote security for some farmers but may reduce
efficiency in agriculture and raise prices for consumers: minimum wage
laws. which are an attempt to increase equity (by tryini; to raise the
wages of lower-paid workers) but may (,c. so at the cos; of increased
unemployment; and wage-price controls in order to restrain inflation,
which do so ( 'v temporarily and reduce economic efficiency and free-
dom.

Economic growth also involves costs and trade-offs as well as ben-
efits. Protection of the environment seems to almost always irivolve a
trade-off. If we wish to preserve or clean up the environment, we may
have to pay the price of having lessfor example, going without the
coal we would have if strip-mining were permitted. If the government
requires automobile manufacturers to install ant ipollut devicei-i, the

car will cost the consumer more. If a city builds a water r i011

plittli citizens may have to pay higher taxes to finance it.
In general. cleaning up and preserving the environment is likely

to divert resources into environmental protection and away from growth,
and this will affect our measurements of the GNP. Spending on growth,
e.g., for an additional factory. will have the consequence of increasing
future GNP through the inclusion of the future output of the new
fiicton,.. Spending on a cleaner environment, e.g., for the reduction of
air pollution, will improve the quality of life. but since t he cleaner air
is not sold in the market, it will not he included as an addition to GNP.
Thus, society's choice of trade-offs will have different effects On the
statistics we conventionally use to measure economic growth.

We may conclude that any particular economic goal must be viewed

as one of several goals individuals and societies try to reach, and that
trade-offs are inherent in pursuing multiple goals. Economic analysis
seeks to inform people about what they must give up with respect to
one goal as they consider the gains from attaining another. Such anal-
ysis helps people make more intelligent decisions by clarifying the na-
ture of the trade-offs among various goals.
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VariaLez, The idea of self-interest differs from the goals discussed above. Self-
interest reflects the concern of individuals for their own well-being and
personal values. whereas the other goals 1.7e have noted reflect broader
social concerns. The achievement of social goals often comes at the
expense of particular individuals or groups, The individuals or groups
adversely affected ma oppose steps to achieve the goals. This
means that the positions people ultimately take on economic issues
will be affected by their own self-interest as well as by the weight they
tit on bread social goals. It is important to try to separate these two
ypes of goals in order to understand why people ultimately reach the

decisions they do on economic issues.
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As the Introduction explains, the purpose of teaching economics at the
primary and secondary levels is not only to impart a general under-
standing of how our economy works, but also to improve economic
decision-making by students through the use of an orderly, reasoned
approach. The kind of systematic diagnosis Malcolm used in the case
described in Chapter II is applicable to most economic problems, whether
personal or public. The following cases extend the use of such a de-
cision-making modei to two economic issues involving public policy.

The first case deals with a microeconomic issue: the extent, if any,
to which a state should exert control over the price of eggs that are
produced within its borders. The second case deals with a macroeco-
nomic issue: how the economy might adjust to a large, permanent
decline in defense spending by the federal government. These two cases
illustrate the many opportunities that citirei , in a democratic society
have to inhuenct decisions about important !.ablic policies either by
making their views known to legislr.tors and ocher public officials, by
voting, or by both means.

This case is based on two newspaper reports. A newspaper in State A
reported that the price of eggs had declined from 72 to 65 cents per
dozen in recent months. The reason was reduced consumer demand
because of an economic recession. The story went on to say that, as a
result of the price decline, several local egg producers were forced out
of business and that others complained about the difficulty of earning
a reasonable profit. One rural legislator called for an investigation of
the slide in egg prices and its impact, but nothing had come of his
suggestion.

The other news report appeared in State B. It stated that a board
in that state had decided to continue diverting 5 percent of the state's
weekly egg production from the consumer market in order to keep egg
prices up. The report continued:
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The issues described in the two newspaper reports ate repre-
sentative of the problems raised by federal farm policy in respect to
several major agricultural products. People must make up the :`
ill:lads about such policies after con =idering the probable gains and
costs to producers, to consumers, and to any hers concernec_ The
key question in this case about eggs is: would it be better to let com-
petition govern the marl.et for far_n products or to employ go- rnment
intervention? The answer depends on which cc --se is deemed to pro-
vide the most benefit to the individuals directly co._ erned and to society
as a v, .ole. Or, to put it another way, which course will prove to be the
least detrimental in achieving the foregoing objectives.

Individuals can tise the five-step reasoned approach outlined in
CI---)ter II of this Framework to reach their own conclusions on the
question.

S"Li-,TE Ian pRO3LEM OR llSSUIE

The basic questior raised in this case is whe' her a state should
buy eggs and there'oy divert supply `my- the consumer market in order
to maintain prices above where they would otherwise be. Clc rely related
questions are how a system of egg diversion helps oi hurts various
group: domestic eog producer-, domestic egg consumers, state tax-
payers, foreigt egg producers, and foreign egg constiiers.

7 DrITEITIVME THE PE SONAL O BROAD S,C 7E-TIL
1-.,LS TO B NITAENED

The most relevant broad social goals seem to Le efficiency -quity,
and security; the most relevant personal goals are the self interest of
domestic egg producers and consumers, ioreign egg producers and
consumers, and state taxpayers.

CONS ER THE PRINCIPAL 1 LTEKINATAV17
OF ACHLIViAG THE GOALS

This case presents only two alternatives. One is to allow the price
of eggs to fluctuate in response to changing market conditions, as they
do in State A. The other is to have a State Egg Advisor- Board use
taxpayers' money to buy up to 10,000 cases of eggs a week in order to
hold the price near 72 cents per dozen, as is done in State B. In the
second alternative, the Egg Advisory Board sells the "surplu.." eggs
abroad at a price be: ,w 72 cents per dozen. (Other alternatives might
also be considered, but they are omitted in this example.)

SELECT THE E.CONC4AEIC CONCEPTS Nt','.:EDr..:ID TO
''.:.,TAND THE PROBLTM AND LE ",E THEPA

THE P.,?,ERIITS OF EACH A ri:7-7

The concept of opportunity cost (number 2 in the list that appears
in Chapter III) lies at the heart of nearly all issues of economic choice.
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Sample Decision-making Grid for the Egg Diversion Case
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In addition, this case requires use of the concepts of markets iind prices
(7), supply and demand (8), competition and market structure (9),
income distribution (10), and the role of government (12).

A decision-making grid similar to the one discussed earlier can
be used to structure the analysis. In the grid shown in Exhibit 8, the
broad goals of efficiency, equity, and security are entered across the
row at top. The alternatives of relying on competitive market force.-; or
of supporting prices by si egg board purchases are entered in the
left-hand column. Since the goals of equity and security may have
different implications for state taxpayers. domestic producers, doni,;-
tic consumers, foreign producers, and foreign consumers, a grid con-
taining a total of at least 20 cells is necessary to analyze this case.

By definition. economic efficiency irr:olves satisfying consumer
preferences with a minimum use of resources. Since a competitive
market usually ensures that consumers as a whole will be able to satisfy
their preferences at the lowest possible prices. we have entered a plus
sign (1- ) in the cell that relates competitive market forces to the goal
of efficiency. We have entered a minus ( ) in the cell that relates reg-
ulated prices to efficiency because holding the price up to 72 cents per
dozen keeps more producers in the egg business: and in the absence
of government intervention about 10,000 cases of eggs each week go
unsold at that price. The opportunity cost of the unsold eggs in State
13 is the loss of the other things the surplus resources in the egg busi-
ness could have produced instead of the eggs. In State A, however, the
egg producers who are driven out of business are forced to find other
uses for their resources. In State 13. resources are used to continue
producing eggs that must be bought with taxpayers' money for resale
abroad at a lower price. The need to devote resources to the buying
and selling of the surplus eggs is another source of inefficiency in State
B. This inefficiency does not occur in State A, since the forces of supply
and demand result in a market-clearing price that does not leave a
surplus of unsold eggs on grocer's shelves. Other aspects of market
structure and the role of government can also be used to assess eco-
nomic efficiency in this case. In the absence of externalities or other
types of market failures, none of which appear to be present in this
case, our society usually relies on competitive markets to promote ef-
ficiency. In State B. however. government intervention reduces com-
petition, and has the effect of holding the price up in what would
otherwise be a competitive market.

With regard to equity (or fairness), views will differ. Sn-ne people
may think that all existing egg farmers should be .idle to . ,ver their
costs and make a reasonable profit after selling their output. Some
may believe that the competitive process should operate. thereby re-
warding the most efficient producers and causing those who cannot
make a reasorabl profit in an unregulated market to fail and try to
employ their sources elsewhere. A competitive market would also
provide domestic consumers with eggs at a lower price. While one group
of people may feel it is unfair to consumers or taxpayers to use tax
dollars to keep egg prick's higher than they would otherwise be. another
group may believe that the side effect of helping foreign countries keep
their food costs down is a worthy one. This list does not eNhaust all
possible views on the matter. but it does serve to illustrate some of the
main issues involved.

Posing the question of "who gains and who loses'.'" can help to
clarify the broader issue of economic equity, but it does not assure a
resolution of the question. in terms of helping (lowest it' (i.2;i2, producers.
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the competitive market alternative is clearly a minus ( ), which we
have entered in the appropriate cell of Exhibit 8: producers do not want
lower prices. But this alternative is a plus ( + ) for domestic consumers,
who would buy eggs for 65 cents instead of 72 cents per dozen. The
competitive market alternative would not directly involve state taxpay-
ers or foreign producers or consumers, so we have entered a zero (0)
in each of these cells under the heading of "equity."

Still under equity, adoption of the state board purchase plan is a
plus ( + ) in helping domestic egg producers, but the plan receives a
minus ( ) for its effects on domestic consumers and state taxpayers.
Consumers clearly lose because they pay 72 cents rather than 65 cents
for eggs. At 72 cents they will be able to buy fewer eggs, and they may
have less money to buy other things as well. State taxpayers will have
to pay the difference between the 72 cents the egg board pays for eggs
and the lower price received when the eggs are sold abroad. The tax-
payers would also pay for the administration, storage, and shipping
costs associated with the purchase of eggs for resale abroad. Another
consequence of the egg 'board's foreign sales is the impact on foreign
egg producers and consumers. The effect on foreign egg producers
would be a minus ( ) because supply would increase and price would
decline in their markets. At the same time, the lower price would be a
plus ( + ) for foreign egg consumers.

The effects of the two policies on the economic "security" of various
groups are much the same as the effects on equity, as the completed
grid indicates. In brief, cnnipar..,d to the competitive market alternative,
the economic security domestic egg producers (and of foreign con-
sumers) is helped by eg,, purchases for resale abroad, but this comes
at the excense of the econon- ,c security of foreign egg producers and
domestic consumers.

The completed grid in Exhibit 8 shows three pluses, two minuses,
and five zeros for the compc:itive market alternative: it shows four
pluses and six minuses for the price support alternative. Different sets
of pluses and minuses would no doubt be obtained if different goals
or criteria had been employed. We use this grid only to illustrate the
use of an orderly method of problem solving. Such a grid cannot be
relied on to resolve an issue completely, but it does help to clarify the
choices and trade-offs involved, and it often reveals the need for ad-
ditional alternatives and additional criteria to analyze specific cases.

DECIDE WHICH ALTERNATIVE BEST LEADS
THE ATIAINMENT OF THE MOST GCl_fi,IS OR THE
MOST IMPORTANT GOALS

Individuals may assign different weights to the various pluses and
minuses shown in Exhibit 8 and thus reach different conclusions about
the case. People for whom economic efficiency is the most important
goal would choose the competitive market alternative. People who think
that the government should promote rather than reduce competition
would make the same choice. Egg producers and others who believe
the government should help support their income would choose the
egg purchase alternative. If not, they might suggest an equity or a
security alternative for egg producers that is less adverse to efficiency
and to the interest of taxpayers and consumers. Thus. the process of
orderly probl'._ solving not only can clarify choices and trade-offs but
can also reveal sources of disagreements about various policies.
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This case emphasizes the macroeconomic aspects of a hypothetical
situation: the United States and the Soviet Union agree on a large
mutual reduction in defense spending that does not result in a military
threat to either country. Although many of the economic concepts
employed are different from those employed in the egg cse, the orderly,
reasoned approach. to reaching a decision is the same.

For purposes of analysis and illustration. consider the conse-
quences were the following imaginary report to be real.

What would be the impact of such a treaty on the U economy,
and what would be the appropriate response in terint, .4 economic
policy? This would depend on the CC011011tiC situation the time. if,
foi example, thFi United States was experiencing an acute demand-pull
inflation v,ith relatively t, '1 employment, the impact ancl appropriate
policy rcspon,:e would be q kite di...fen:int than it the cowl ry was in the
midst of a se, recession with stable prices and a high r.te of un-
employuncil
is :11 a gent .

effec': the ut
:he mon ,

These c
isting ley
taring the
L1SCS.

In sr
facing the
spending ir 42 percent of GNP in 1':

1948, but t. ie. would be important dilly.
three-year SE` a-,,nual reduction in
cause a far slit iller reduction in the per.

GNP. 0-ItY other. the assumed preset-

"iv the analysis, let us assume that t .e economy
nry ce .iit ion at the time the ire :iv goes into

nent rate is low, inflation ;Aide i'3r.trol,
real GNP are growing at about percent a year.
d call for the United States to t-naintaio the ex-
ate demand and total emple _neat factii-
productive resources iron: otiense to nonn,,iense

s such a situation woulc tie binidar to the one
inonly at the end of Wor! , ".'ar II. when 'Mint:try

4 percent of GNP in
On the one hand. a

today would
tary sp.

.v does .t

a htu;e pent-t_p consumer demand similar to ti-. . by ti tirciat
Depression of the 1930s and the wide,,!:;-ead unavailiibility of consumer
goods in the early 1940s during W(. V' r 11. We will use the live-step
reasoner; approacn to examine tit Iatives for dealtng with the
issues in this case.

SAE THE PROBLEM on ]SSUE

In the absei ice of any action. a decrease in defense spending
of 850 billion a year for each three years would cause a deereitsci in
aggregate demand i.n the econ imy. ;Using the C I G approach to
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aggregate this would 1.,e a decrease in G, which might later
spread to elect C I. Using the M x V approach to aggregate
demand, the defense spending would show up as a decline in V
since there This situation that would reduce the stock of
money per if the decrease in aggregate demand does not lead to
widespt price: reductions throughout the economy, the macroeco-
nomic of this pr. m would involve the need to offset the de-
crease rregate demai.:1. There is also a microeconomic aspect to
the pr.. it is desirelile to move resources from defense in-
dustri: nonn. 'Ise industries as efficiently arid es equitably as

2. Di J: THE THE PERSONAL OR BROAD SOCIAL
TO BE ATTAINED

:macroeconomic goals of full employment, price stability, and
(Tent growthwhi 'ere being achieved before the cuts in de-
ft ise :- ntinue to be achieved, along with the mi-
m,e,.-.omic t gals c.f effici.:_incy and equity. In addition to these broad

. oplos. preferences for private goods and services corn-
to nine got , and services should be considered as well as their

preferen... s for .t or for indirect government policies. The speed
wl ,:vernment policies can be put into effect and the

.
part of gomrnment policies throughout the economy

must i.s(> Ti into account.

CC, '-'41)!EIR THE PRINCIPAL ALTERNATIVE. MEANS
MG THE GOALS

policy is one of the two broad means tor maintaining
. 'gate demand. The other is fiscal policy. Fiscal policy presents the

ions of (a) shifting government spending from defense to nonclefens-
Aovernment programs, or (b) cutting taxes and letting individual tax-
payers and businesses spend the revenue that was previously used for
delmse purposes, or (c) some combination of these two options. Con-
sequently, in addition to the task of maintaining the overall level of
aggregate demand, there is the question of the new composition of
aggregate demand. Monetary policy and tax cuts work through the
private sector. Reliance on the two latter options would put the policy
emphasis on in. re consumer spending and increased investment
spending by private hi ixinesses. Reliance on a shift in government
spending, of course, would operate through the public sector and put
the policy emphasis on the provision of additional public goods. ser-
vices. and transfer payments.

In addition to maintaining aggregate demand through monetary
and fiscal policy, the transfer of resources from defense to nondefense
uses might be facilitated by a combination of market forces and short-
term government programs. Heavy emphasis might bc placed on mar-

forces as well as the self-interest of workers and the owners of capital
to transfer resources to wherever in the economy the new demand goes.

'The symbols used here are define(; and discussed earlier IS part Of concept
15, ag.Lf,!-egatc demand, in the section On macroeconomics.
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At some point, l!owever. it may be suggested that if the excess resources
in the defense industry are tc transferred efticiently to match shifts
in demand. the government should provide temporary help through
special unemployment benefits, retraining programs, moving allow-
ances, tax write-offs for capital equipment in defense-related industries
that has become useless, an the like.

4. SELECT THE ECONOMEC CONCEPTS NEEDED TO
UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM AND USE THEM TO
APPRAISE THE MERITS OF EACH ALTERNATIVE

As we have indicated, the concepts of aggregate demand (number
15 in the list that appears in Chapter III). unemployment (16), inflation
and deflation (17), monetary policy (18), fiscal policy (19), markets and
prices (7), and the role of government (12) are clearly relevant to ana-
lyzing this case. Those who want to pursue a more detailed analysis
than is provided here might also add the concepts of opportunity cost
(2), competition and market structure (9), income distribution (10),
and market failures (11) in order to explore the differences between
the defense and nondefense sectors of our economy.

Since the alternatives of using monetary policy and fiscal policy
to maintain aggregate demand are not mutually exclusive, and since
various combinations of tax cuts and shifts in government spending
;17(' also possible, we do not present a detailed decision-making grid
iOr this case. Instead. we analyze briefly how each of the main possible
policies squares with the goals we would like to achieve in adjusting
in a v.- .(1 of reduced defense spending.

Monetary Policy
Some increase in the money supply would probably be necessary

to offset the likely decrease in the velocity of circulation immediately
following the cut in defense spending, and the Federal Reserve would
also want to try to lower interest rates temporarily to encourage more
business investment. A drawback in employing monetary policy to ease
the economic adjustment being considered is that it often takes some
time for changes in monetary policy to work their wav through the
system: further, changes in monetary policy affect certain sectors of
the economy more than others. The housing and durable goods in-
dustries are particularly affected by the alterations in interest rates
brought about by changes in monetary policy.

Shifts in Government Spending
Shifting government spending from defense industries to non-

defense industries or to transfer programs might seem to be relatively
easy to carry out, but experience suggests that Congress can be slow
in making budgetary decisions, especially when powerful special-in-
terest groups vie for the benefits of new government program:;. People
or groups who favor private spending over public spending would op-
pose this policy route. Moreover, it frequently takes Ainsiderable time
to launch new government programs even after the appropriations have
been approved. Specific government projects tend to have a more con-
centrated initial impact than do transfer programs or tax reductions
policies whose effects are widely spread through the entire economy.
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Tax Reductions to Stimulate Private Spending
Experience suggests that people would probably save part of any

tax reductions: so the government would need to cut taxes by more
than S50 billion a year to get an immediate increase of S50 billion in
private consumer spending. Proposals to change taxes are also prone
to run into delays in congressional decision-making. Once enacted,
however, tax reductions can have immediate and widespread economic
effects throughout the economy.

5. DE-RDE WHICH ALTERNATIVE BEST LEA 'S TO
THL ATTAINMENT OF THE MOST GOATS OR THE
MOST IMPORTANT GOALS

As the preceding analysis makes clear. an appropriate combina-
tion of monetary and fiscal policy can maintain aggregate demand so
as to help promote full employment. price stability, and economic growth.
Selecting the optimum combination of policies, however, is not without
difficulties, and the actual combination selected will depend on the
weight given to the various broad social goals we have discussed earlier.
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Experience with the first edition of the Framework inCcated that this
second edition should include a brief statement on the possible grade
placement of the Lasic economic L -icepts it contains. Research on the
teaching and learning of economics has not yet provided a definitive
answer regarding the optimal sequence in which to present economic
concepts in the K-12 curriculum. On the basis of the body of economic
'ducation research that is available, and the applicable research from
other disciplines, however, we can offer some suggestions to curricu-
lum planners and teachers who are responsible for selecting and or-
ganizing the content of the economic education curriculum. The
suggestions offered here stem' from an examination of the nature of
the economic concepts we have described, the curriculum context into
which the study of economics is most likely to be included, and the
developmental characteristics of students at different ages arid grade
levels. All three aspects must be considered simultaneously when dis-
cussing which concepts should be taught, in what order, and at what
grade levels. June Gilliard, the Joint Council's curriculum director,
has also examined the teaching activities published in the Strategies
volumes of the Master Curriculum Guide series, and she has classified
them as shown in Exhibit 9, below.

The grade placement of economic conceptF, has to some extent been
influenced by traditional curriculum patterns in social studies edu-
cation. The ease with which economic concepts can be integrated or
fused with these and other curriculum patterns prevalent in schools
is often a major consideration in determining the proper placemen of
such concepts in the elementary and secondary grades. Traditional
social studies programs, for example, are by and large based on the
rationale of "expanding environments," i.e., they generally begin in le
earliest grades with topics that are temporally, spatially, or psycholog-
ically close to students and proceed to more remote topics as students
mature and progress into the intermediate and upper elementary grades.
The resulting sequence of social studies topics (e.g., family, home,
schcol, community, state, nation, etc.) serves as the context for much
of the economics that is taught in the early grades. Likewise, the tra-
ditional practice of teaching U.S. history in the fifth, eighth, and elev-
enth grades has also influenced the selection and sequencing of economic
concepts at these levels.
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The Nature of
Economic

Concepts and
Grade

Placement

In general, concepts acquired in a meaningful context are easier
to remember and apply than are concepts tacquired by rote. For this
reason, the "relevance" or applicability of economic concepts to student
experience .

a major consideration in determining the appropriate
placerrient of such concepts in the curriculum. The Trade-offs audio-
visual series, for example. was designed for use in the upper elementary
and the middle school grades. Therefore. the series emphasizes typical
incidents and events experienced by children nine to thirteen years
old. For this same reason, the Give & Take audiovisual series* for
secondarY schools uses situations appropriate for a somewhat older
group of teenagers.

White the existing sequences of courses or topics that provide the con-
text for economics teaching are important, existing sequences should
not dictate completely the selection and ordering of economic concepts
v;:th respect to the K-12 curriculum, Consideration of the structure
of economics as a discipline is essential to deciding the sequence in
which to introduce economic concepts. In economics, as in other dis-
ciplines, certain concepts sen-e as "building blocks" for the under-
standing of other concepts, and each concept or concept cluster has
certain characteristics that determine its suitability for study at various
points in a student's education.

Among the criteria most frequently used for assessing the appro-
priateness of economic concepts for particular student groups is the
criterion of -complexity." Economic concepts considered to be relatively
simple or easy to learn are generally placed at the lower grade levels:
those considered more difficult or of a higher order of complexity are
most often studied in the middle grades or high school.

There are those who suggest that even the most complex of eco-
nomic concepts can be taught at the earliest grade levels. We cannot
ignore this possibility, but w withhold judgment until research shows
that these concepts can be taught more efficiently early on rather than
by waiting until students are intellectually more matt-

The complexity of concepts. however, is often a tTe uistrue-
tional factors such as the particular relationship or set e; is ships
selected for study, the materials used, the pace and ot:.-;! v. of ':),truc-
tion, and what the students are expected to learn. For ibt3tr'. .}arses
in economics designed for high school students and ior !'!, U. candi-
dates may both include studies pertaining to competitirp-i t: :id market
structure. One would expect, however, that the specific contents and
the depth of student riling in the two courses would differ appre-
ciably.

'The JCEE participated in producing both of these series.
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Instructional
Sequencing of

con i...tic

Concepts

Strategies f X15-
Teaching

' conomics at
the Various

GCE- de Levels

In devising strategies Su:- developing and autplifying the use and mean-
of. economic concept:. teachers should. wlierc.ter possible, observe

t .t ;ollowing rules of seqte rice:

Simple to complex
Concrete to abstract
inown to unknown
;''amiliar to unfamiliar
Observation to reasoning

To the fullest extent possible, lessons and units of study should stress
application rather than abstract theory. Shorter activities should be
integrated with and related to sustained long-term activities. Students
should be encouraged to use specific economic concepts in discussing
and thinking about possible group or indivclual long-term projects.
Students should also be encouraged to relate one concept to another,
amid to relate specific concepts to their own caperiences.

The Teaching Strategies in the Master Curriculum Guide series provide
examples of a number of means of integrating economics into topics
and courses L'ommonly taught in elementary and secondary schools.
The Strategies volumes also provide a number of illustrations of how
the same economic concept can be taught with increashig sophisti-
cation and relevance at -carious grade levels and in different curriculum
contexts. Th:_- concept of money provides an example oi this develop-
mental approach. The volume for grades 1-3 has a series of activities
(pp. 118-123) designed to show that the use of money is a more efficient
way of exchanging goods and services than exchange by barter. The
volume for grades 4-6 contains two units (pp. 52-58) that ainpltfy the
concept of money and .ntrt. Duce the use of checks and banks. Thy
volume for grades 7-9--junior high, schoolcontains a more sophis-
ticated barter game (pp. 28-30), and the volume for secondary level
U.S history deals with problyms of monetary'policv.and inflat lot dur-
ing the Jacksonian perod (pp. 3C .33). I's the Joint Council produces
additional Strategies voitimes, revises previously published ones, and
develops other new material, ie number of developmer t.d sequences
will g,ro,;.

Exhibit 9 presents Gilliard's col )rehensive of the 213
separate teaching activities in the MCC, . Strategies volumes that have
been publish,'d to date. Her classification is by broad concept eice-
gories, grade levels. and cognitive categories. The three cognitive cat-
egories were condensed from the si% originally descr1).'d hr, 1-leniain in
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Classification of Elementary- and
Secondary-Lye: Student Activities in
MCG Strategies Volumes by Main
Economic Concept Categories and
Cognitive Level Groups

Number of Student Activities
Elementary Secondary

(grades K-6) (grades 7-12)

FUNDAMENTAL ECONOMIC-CONCEPTS

Cognlive Level
A 63

lei 10

12

Total 16

Cognitive Level
17 11

4 5

C 3 16

Total 24 32

CONCEPYS

;;rdtiie Level
A 5

B

C 4

Total 11

ri,:rETENATIONAIL ECO.4\10F,15C.- ..:01i:CLEPTS

.2,onnitive Lovel
A 0

0

C 0

Toti.I 0 5

'7 he cogrotve-eV-(7,,I groups correspond to (loom s taxonomy
as lollows Level A "knowledge" or "comprehenslon", B

C "analysis synthesis." or "evaluation

Bloom and his associates.° Gilliard's cognitive category A corresponds
to the types of activities Bloom has termed "knowledge" and "compre-
hension." Cognitive category B corresponds to Bloom's category "ap-
plication," and category C corresponds to Bloom's categories of "analysis,"
-synthesis: and "evaluation."

As can 1)e calculated from Exhibit 9, 135 (63 percent) of the 213
separate teach.:1,g activities deal with the six concepts we have termed
"fundamental economic concepts:. Activities exist to teach these con-
cepts with increasing cognitive sophistication in each of the Multigrade
groupings:Teachers generally perceive these concepts as being rela-
tively easy to teach and learn because most can be easily.personalized
or presented in contexts familiar to elementary and secondary school
stu(lents. These concepts also tend to be easily Integrated into various

"Benjamin S. Bloom et al., eds., Taxonormj of Educational Objectives. Hand-
book 1: Cognitive Domain (New ork: McKay. 1956).
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curriculum structures prevalent ill schools. inovcs at iii
\MN( 11 froill thr inn(Liinental economic concepts to microeConottlic

concepts, to (MterOecOnOlilic Cone(1)l-, (0 iiiteimitiOmil eotiOnlic C010-
cepls, the teaellt itctiVilles become l'e\Ver. ()I. (hose that ',ire

te\ver appeal- for the elementary grades \\Ante relatively more
,spr.car ;i1 the secondary level. This rellects ;t combination 01 factors:
the concepts involved itre increasingly more complex, macroeconomic
concepts and inIcruat lona! econ.,inic concepts are more compatible
with the existing curriculum at the secondary level, and these concepts
arc more relevant to the 1(no\vleclge and interest of students at the

\Ve intr;t emphasize that Exhibit 9 retlects l cat,slogims u1 expe-
1 ictiv(' It) date. (1 Si-, not ine.1111 ti)sirggest limits to es.onowis istrut ion
.it she various graile and cognitive levels. co-fliturc
shay .,iltr the table siigstiliantly. ht particulisr, \Vt'

,,(111:,,a(ops; (0 (1velop 110010 ;((((vi(10...; in It

IIIICUll.ttill11:11 economics; bu( Syr have 110 \visb cc,w_vitv
01 inch-:ideal tc.acticrs and curl i(ulut) (10,,1 ;tors ill

;111V \'aV. ()II the C011tUal-\', XVW.1t t0 eiteoitrage exiicrimentist ion \vit h
II( ',11)(I StIt(lents learn ;ind iipply all the
I iasic economic co, iceists described in ?his Erutitoit'ork
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